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Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook Texts, Notes, Chronology, Bibliography 
 
Anthology of Textual Materials in English 

Spelling, grammar and lay-out have been altered where required. Araya has provided many 
translations of her texts in catalogues but there were too many for practical reproduction in a 
single retrospective catalogue and several overlap. However, if may be of interest for some 
English readers for these to be collated, and remembering that they are designed to accompany 
or constitute part of the art works referred to, I have gathered many together below.   
 
The sources for texts cited or summarized are as follows:  
1993 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, statements in catalogue entry by Anne Kirker, The First Asia 

Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art, Brisbane: Queensland Art Gallery, 1993, 47. 
1994 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Nam may ning / Water is never still, [works 1992-1993] Bangkok: 

The National Gallery. 
1995 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lustful attachment, Bangkok: National Gallery. 
1999 Araya Radjarmrearnsook, Thuuk haeng Prathana / Lament, past-1999, Chiangmai: Faculty of 

Fine Art Gallery, Chiangmai University. 
2002 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Thamai thueng mi rot kawi thaen khwam ru than? [Why is it poetry 

rather than awareness], Krungthep: Amarin, BE 2495 (2002). 
2005 Oliver Benjamin, ‘Grave Concerns: The Art of Death An Interview with Araya 

Rasdjarmrearnsook’, City Life Magazine [Chiangmai], October. 
2005 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘Quiet conversation with Death on life’s first street’ in 

Kunavichayanont, Sutee and Luckana, et al, Those Dying wishing to stay, those living preparing to 
leave: Montien Boonma, Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Bangkok: Office of Contemporary Art and 
Culture, 2005 [Thai Pavilion at Venice Biennale]. 

2006 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: Sinlapa kap thoi khwam /Art and Words, [Conversation with Death on 
Life’s First Street, Great Tines message: Storytellers of the Town, The female artist and the insane] 
Bangkok: Matichon. 

2006/2007 Rama 9 Foundation website. 
2007 Brian Curtin, ‘Confronting Confrontation: An Interview with Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook’, 

Art.Signal Contemporary Art Magazine, October, at time of the exhibition, In a Blur of Desire, 
Bangkok: 100 Tonson Gallery, February. 

2009 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: In the circumstances the sole object of attention should be the treachery of the 
moon, Bangkok: Ardel Gallery of Modern Art (also lists other shorter Biennial and like 
catalogue entries). 

2011 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘Village and Elsewhere’, in catalogue Village and Elsewhere, 
Bangkok: 100 Tonson, 2011. 

2012 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, The Two Planets, New York: Tyler Rollins Fine Art & Bangkok: 
Ardel Gallery of Modern Art. 
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The shadow beside me, 1990 and 1992 
If not at night, at daytime, parting finds me, comes to visit, comes calling, like an acquaintance. 
Even at times when I am strong, parting always makes life seem like a pencil’s crooked line. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 4-5. 

 
During the time I grew up, I found an old picture so sweet, 1994 & There is always the 
night-time, 1993 
It seems that isolation is a close friend of age. They talk and understand one another the longer 
the better. Then one day the woman steps out of the house. Today she will not wait anymore. 
She walks on and on, with the shadow of the past following behind. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 8-9. 

 
The fading fragrance of jasmine, drinking Coca Cola with the Buddha in mind, 1993 

This was not the first time she had arched herself to bear the weight of a warm body 
pressing down on her. Filled with emotion, the body moved and thrust forcefully. A sensation of 
warmth spread like a wave across every part of her body. She raised her eyes and looked at the 
black mass of hair sprawling over her breasts. The glow of the lamp made the black hair shine in 
patches here and there. The sound of heavy breathing broke the silence. Lost in the sensation of 
touch she heard the sound of soft moans drifting through the darkness that filled the room. Sat 
the same time, she gazed through the half-closed eyes at the dark mass of hair moving slowly 
downwards. In an instant, memories came to her of another day, another time, a similar mop of 
dark hair, very similar….it was a large dark mass that moved from one part of her body to 
another, stopping at that spot between her legs, bowing, bending, right there at that same spot. 

A warm hand groped uncertainly in that space beneath her causing her to stretch and tense 
her body. All sensation ceased. Awareness was concentrated on one spot and one spot only. It 
was though her heart had ceased to beat. These feelings of ours. What if we let ourselves go with 
them…. She thought.  The feelings of delight are embracing….like savouring your favourite 
food. Don’t, no matter what. It’s like lying beneath the blazing afternoon sun craving for a drop 
of water. And when that cool, refreshing water comes, it’s similar. 

The warm hand moved about in that area. Memories of another sensation came to her, a 
stronger sensation brought on by a hand covered by a white rubber glove, groping without 
feeling or compassion, groping rhythmically like the opening number of a opera. It seemed that 
it was going to remove it by hand and not with the help of the instrument that was later inserted 
– a sparkling chromium tube that twisted and turned to stretch the outer layers of flesh. A steel 
tube and soft thin flesh …they just don’t go together. 

She turned her body to savour in the warmth of soft mattress beneath her. At that 
moment it felt good. At least she was not alone. It was like the time she found herself alone at 
dusk in the big house. The hallway was so large that even the light from the lamp in the ceiling 
could not fill the entire room. All that could be seen was the faint shadow of a young girl and the 
cloth dolls which she had as her playmates. All the grown-ups seemed to be busy that day. This 
was much cosier. She smiled. She pressed herself up against the sweaty body enjoying the 
warmth that moved between them. 

The mattress was damp with perspiration, the cotton sheets on which she lay were creased 
and crinkled but she couldn’t feel the large crease in the sheets rubbing against the smooth skin 
of her back. When feelings like this overcame her, it reminded her of the time that perspiration 
poured from her back, her shoulders, her breasts and, though she was wearing a shirt, the white 
sheets that covered the bed in the clinic were saturated. The thin sheet covering the bed 
loosened and crinkled as she writhed in pain.  A pain….that was like, could be like a skinless 
snake wrapping its white body around her. The snake had been tied at the base of its 
small head before the hand started. Her ankles were held tight with a steel plate which 
pulled her legs wide apart. She felt like an animal in the abattoirs. If she… 
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Her body trembled, pulling her heel onto the soft bed, shifting the weight to her ankle. She 
froze for a moment in the darkness. It felt as though she had been stretched on a cross. Her 
outstretched arms groped the sheets, almost tearing them to pieces. Her legs were stretched wide 
apart. It was a s though someone were nailing her to a wooden stake. They penetrated her slowly 
then went deeper and deeper. She was unable to move for a long time. It was like the doctor 
with his mass of black hair was standing directly in front of her, carefully inserting the narrow 
steel tube through the hole in the metal disk that had been placed there, expanding the flesh to 
make contact with the thing inside her stomach. When she thought about this her body suddenly 
jerked, pushing her foot higher. But the hunter went deeper and deeper, refusing to let up. 
Though she twisted and writhed, arching her body higher and higher, the probing continued 
more strongly, chasing it…chasing it.  With a final gasp she pulled her legs upwards, kicking the 
hollow at the end of the bed. When her head banged against the hard wall, she knew the final 
moment had come. The game had ended here. She could hardly get her breath. All she could do 
was cast her glance at the end of the hunter’s hand which was probing forcefully. The round 
metal disc was twisting and turning inside her stomach, digging, scraping, cleaning the area 
within tis circumference. The pain that came with the plunging and stabbing spread through 
every part of her stomach.  Each time the metal disc came into contact with the flesh it was 
seeking, the pain penetrated deeper and deeper, reaching this point and that, getting more and 
more severe….a loud scream penetrated the darkness. Without realizing it, she bit her bottom lip 
so hard that it began to bleed. All she knew was that the tears were filling her eyes and pouring 
out. At the end of her feet she could see the light reflecting on the mass of black hair as the 
doctor bent over her. 

In the dim light images of a little girl sitting by a clear lotus pond came to her. The 
girl was gazing into the water, bending over picking out ants one by one. As the fresh 
breeze blew across the ants, they gradually came back to life. One by one she picked up 
the ants and placed them at the edge of the ponds. She watched the small spots form 
into a line before moving away in the heat of the sun. The light shining at the end of her feet 
changed direction and shone across her face which was wet with tears and perspiration. The 
tears streaming down her cheeks made her think of that cool foggy morning and the same 
little girl. She had been sobbing for a long time. Sometimes the sobbing was so loud that 
she almost lost her breath. Her breath came in gasps. The doctor mumbled and grumbled 
as he twisted and turned the metal rod inside her stomach. Ah….she thought to herself. It’s the 
rear of the house standing on a small hill near the large river. The little girl stood in the 
thick fog by a deep hole in the ground. Her arms were tightly wrapped around a stiff, 
blood-stained body. It was the body of her favourite dog which felt as cold as the air 
which enveloped her. The small body was cuddled in her arms as it had been before. She 
stepped forward, knelt down and placed the body of the dog in the deep hole. In her 
hands she held a large bunch of white jasmine which she had gathered with difficulty 
because of the tears streaming down her face. Furthermore, she just didn’t want to lay 
down the body which was cradled in her arms. It was the final gift she made before her 
hands carefully pressed the dirt down on the body.  From the foot of the bed she heard the 
sound of the doctor sighing. The last pieces of flesh were torn away. 

As the heavy body which had been holding her down moved away, she shifted her head 
into the hollow of the soft pillow like a small baby cuddling into the hollow of its mother’s neck 
before falling asleep to the gentle patting of its mother. At the moment she thought within the 
depths of throbbing emotion, accidents occur and pass away. 

It was like the coming to the end of a book that you had been reading. It was like walking 
along the street late at night after watching a late night movie. It was like…. She tried to think. 
She lay still in the loneliness that surrounded her. Her eyes moved to the light by the side of the 
bed. As a matter of fact, it was like the day that she had walked alone from the hospital in the 
late afternoon sun. She thought about all the problems that had left her at that moment. She was 
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alone…absent-mindedly she gently stroked her stomach. The heavy traffic passing by caused a 
gentle breeze. She sat down on a small fence near the bus stop and looked at the movement 
around her. This was the hectic pace of the city today. She tried to decide whether she should 
take a crowded bus home or spend her money on a taxi so she could enjoy some silence before 
having to face someone at home and pretend that everything was as normal. 

Before all this happened, she had to tackle the question, so what are you going to do? 
Should I do it or shouldn’t I? If I don’t, then what about my parents, my relatives and family? 
What will happen to them? She was still a good girl, a good student, polite and respectable, 
admired by her teachers and friends. Would she still be the same pretty girl that she had been 
before? And if things had been the opposite, would she be strong enough to be a good mother 
to her child?  Especially considering the child’s father was still immature. At ;least all that had 
happened today had been proof of her own maturity. She had gone there alone and had endured 
the pain alone.  And here she sat with a new set of problems, problems that came to a girl like 
her, a girl who had never had to lead her own life. 

What would she do in the future? There were so many choices. If she didn’t do the 
culturally correct thing, would she be giving up the motherhood that was every woman’s right in 
order to erase the mistake she had made today? If she didn’t follow the path that custom had laid 
out for her, would she be destroying the virtue that she possessed?....the cars sped past leaving a 
dark trail of smoke behind them. Memories of the little girl with the bob-tailed hair flashed 
through her mind. She was standing in the row of students at primary school one Friday 
afternoon. Her hands were held together in prayer as she chanted with her head bowed 
low. The sound of chanting grew louder over the sound of engines on the hot afternoon 
of a new city. 
 
From Lustful attachment, 1995, no pagination, translator not given, originally published in Dichan, 
Minaakhom, 2536 [March, 1993] and in the story collection, Phuying tawan ook, 1993. 

 
Girl says, there is always the night time, 1993 

I can now see the roles of my mother and my grandmother more clearly within the family, 
and I regret that I never asked them whether they could ever make their own decisions and 
choices.. This work uses memories of former women’s roles and can be seen as a statement 
towards the future - a symbolic female body hanging up high, upside down, reflecting the 
shadow in a large boat that travels along black water. 
 
Three boxes of men and their reflections, 1993 

This was created in the summer of 1993: black metal boxes, open, each consisting of two 
opposites, divided by a line that separates the box from its cover. It is the line between people in 
an open space and their shadows…between the fighters and the losers; it’s the line where one 
decided whether to live or die…or, in a Buddhist way, it’s the dividing line between knowledge 
and ignorance, between deliverance and attachment; not matter what, the important thing is ‘why’ 
we are living. 
From Araya cited in Kirker, 1993, 47. 

 
The Dinner with Cancer I &II, 1993, 1994 
At the end, time goes so fast. Maybe because there is no more need to fight for the beauty of the 
young, for the growing of strength. And then one day, life drowns in the bowl of sickness, 
covered in the diffuse smell of festered blood. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 12-13. 

 
Water is never still, 1994 

I am like most Asian women raised according to culture, beliefs and paths of the past. 
Until one day I found that truth as we know it changes, and the age of choice arrives. It hurts to 
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realize that we never make choices directly, and in complete independence. Because of the fact 
that I cannot cut loose from these socio-cultural conditions, they still have a lot of influence on 
my art making. I often wish I could reach that ultimate state of self-realization: ‘individuality’ 
through the process of making Art. 

In a natural way, much in the same way I hope I can live my life naturally. 
 
The water’s never still. 
 
If one is aware of mental contradictions in everything, one can’t escape the fact and one 

can’t let go of desire. 
 

          And then the flower’s fragrance fades 
          melodious music vanishes ‘till no distinct sound is heard 
          still I wish I could recall that smell, that taste, once again 
          sorrow silently come along 
          on the look-out for the Past 
 
          or when it happens repeatedly, the urge to revise the past 
          I know then the time has come to struggle 
          to look for fresh water from the well 
          things I once admired turn into reasons for denial 
          ‘til sorrow comes along 
          on the lookout for the future. 
 
          No matter what well, water permeates away, evaporates, is mixed with fresh water from 

heavy rains 
 
         or on days when the well is glutted 
         ever-changing as it is 
         with marks of incrustation that show its level 
         but never a certain line 
         the well is never really full, as the unseen mind, it is much more fluid than we know. It’s 

never still. 
 

            In the way that one lives one’s life, the searching is never really over and when 
Sorrow comes along, it is welcomed like an intimate friend. 

 
When sorrow arises from not being satisfied with the present state, it is in this context that 

some works are created 
 
Being sad for whom? 
                                   To be an artist 
                                   To be an artist 
                                   To be an artist 
I repeat the phrase again and again when I remark on the shrinking of my bank account. 
‘To be an artist’, I blurt it out when I confusedly compare myself with my successful 

friends working in banks and well-known companies. 
I’s like my own secret holy prayer that helps me make it throughout the lonely path of 

being an artist, on days when I feel uncertain and lose my self-confidence or when I ponder the 
desires, advantages and comforts from positions other than art. 

                                                                            To be a woman 
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My feelings, my imagination and my ideas to create are naturally stimulated by my being a 
woman. 

In 1971, I was one of the nearly 2000 students in an all-girls boarding school. Every 
evening after lessons, we would recite a verse. From Thai literature composed by King Rama II 
and King Rama VI during the Charkri Dynasty. 

 
Girl, do not sell your love to a man 
You will not have his respect 
And he’ll return to you, your insulted honour. 
 
As 14-year old girls, I and my classmates were taught about sexual restrictions. We were 

also taught the duty of a woman to be faithful and loyal to her husband, from the literary tale 
Khun Chang, Khun Phaen, which suggest that separation from the husband is like: 

 
Falling from the crematorium stone 
broken in half 
just a body without a mind 
cold bones as long-forgotten ashes 
 
After that the teacher left the classroom. We would return home and see the relevance o 

their teachings in practice in our own homes. I remember my uneducated grandmother raised 
her children alone without ever interfering with her husband’s second home. Everywhere 
prostitution expanded and the number of Thai male clients, including married men, never really 
decreased. 

Seen through the eyes of a secondary schoolgirl the work Lovers consists of a closed object, 
a chair one is unable to sit on, covered in black rubber and written with holy teachings. Standing 
near the lover is an open object with a clearly visible structure. 
 
Memories one never gets familiar with 
           In the year 1987, my grandmother died: she had been preceded in death by my mother 
who died 27 years earlier. Looking at their pictures now, I see more clearly their roles within the 
family; it’s a pity that I never asked them, while I still had the chance to do so, whether they, as a 
woman, ever could make their own decisions and choices. 
There is but the right time and Has girl lost her memory, two pieces I created from my being both a 
daughter and a granddaughter, using memories of former women’s roles – one may see this as a 
statement towards the future; memories not easy to get accustomed to: a white female body 
hanging up high, upside down, reflecting its shadow that travels in a large boat along black 
waters. 
 
When time asks for its return. 
 

Earlier this year, I was sitting next to my father’s bed in a small hospital room in Bangkok. 
As he slept, I was eating and reading an article about pollution in Bangkok which is a popular 
topic in Thailand. It is unfortunate for the generations to come that we fail to recognize and 
protect the value of the environment. As I sat in the small room, I felt safe and protected from 
the poison and lead in the air outside my window, even though I felt disturbed by the examples 
in the book. I read about the damage caused to farmer babies by the DDT in their mother’s milk. 
I heard my father’s cancer-induced cough and a muddy liquid flew out of a stoma in his throat. 
Then the nurse came to treat my father, using plastic tubes to suck the phlegm from his throat, 
causing strange unusual sounds. At the same time the oxygen apparatus started to work again 
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and the phlegm flew through the two-metre long plastic tubes into a vacuum bottle. At the 
rhythm of the phlegm dropping out of the tube into the bottle, I swallowed bits of my food. 

As a result of this experience, I created the work called Dinner with Cancer as a commentary 
on consumption. Humans are not only consumers, they are also being consumed. 

Also related to this experience is a work called Three Boxes of men and reflections, created in 
the summer of 1993: a black metal box, open, consisting of two opposites, divided by a line that 
separates the box from tis cover: it is the line between the survivors and those who don’t survive, 
between the fighters and the losers: it’s the line where one decides whether to live or die. We do 
not know who close the end is; we do not know how long we have yet to live, or, in a Buddhist 
way, it’s the dividing line between knowledge and ignorance, between deliverance and 
attachment; no matter what, the important thing is the ‘why’ of living! 

Seltsam, im Nebel zu wandern! 
Steht jeder Baum und Stein, 
Kein Mensch kennt den andern, 
Jeder ist allein 

 
[Solitary, to wander in the mist! 
There stands each tree and rock, 
No human knows the other, 
Each is alone. 
Note: Araya has mis-recalled the second line of the first stanza which should be ‘Einsam ist jeder 
Busch und Stein’, Alone is each Bush and Stone.]  
 

The poem Im Nebel from Herman Hesse, I once read, is one I often recall at times of 
separation, of saying goodbye, at times of being alone with myself, still and quiet.  From this 
condition I created Isolated Hands, a work that symbolizes that isolated period of self-
contemplation. 

 
To look at oneself 
To listen to oneself 
To know oneself 
 
Throughout the summer of 1993 I worked continuously and had the chance to look at 

myself through my art work. I took this process of introspection as a topic of my work. I recall 
one evening in early spring when I was walking and happened to find a flower called narcissus: 
pale yellow, tall and slender, long leaves with a strong smell, as strong of the self-conceit of the 
young man in the old Greek myth. This is why I named the work after this flower, referring to 
self-awareness and insight on moments of contemplation 
From Nam may ning / Water is never still, 1994, no pagination, translator not given. 

 

 

Lustful attachment, 1995 
One said, 
‘When the bed is cold and empty, it is time for the meaning of sex.’ 
Not because it is a once-taboo subject that tempts me to talk about it in my writing and art-

making. 
Facing some sexual conditions, as a human being, who hasn’t got much choice, inspires me to 
work on this. 
It is more than something between Male and Female… 
There are other things: morals, tradition, culture, beliefs and social value. 
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It I not just a simple behaviour… 
But a behaviour which is something to do with conscience. 
But a behaviour which has its roots in being conditioned. 
From Lustful attachment, 1995, no pagination. 

 
Self, 1996 
During a stay far from home, I often feel like a speck of dust in a wide space. The mind drowned 
in a sense of missing. Silently looking at the strangeness, individuality takes place, just to tell that 
‘I am still here’. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 26-27. 

 

House of a forty-year old woman, 1997 
The day of the age forty simply comes like any other day. Some female figures are sculpted in the 
house. They look very ordinary: no need for confidence, boldness or dignity. Sometimes they are 
idle, senseless: sometimes lonely and isolated. They depart when the clay is dry and chapped. 
Dust and cobwebs have begun to settle on the paper and the cloth. 
Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 24-25. 
 
Reading for Three Female Corpses, 1997 
Three female corpses are lying on cold metal trays, hearing a chapter that relates how a young 
king and his three wives spend their time in a garden. 
There are two smells in the room: the smell of flowers and the smell of bodies. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 46-47. 

 
Reading for Two Female Corpses, 1997 
The two females corpses hear a chapter about love on Saturday and Sunday morning. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 48-49. 

 
Reading for One Female Corpse, 1997 
In the first room two projections connect the real floor, on which we are standing, with a wall: a 
space of illusionary scenes which ‘hope to communicate with death’. [As shown at ArtPace, 1998] 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 30. 

 
Half a part of an old woman’s body is covered with water. The sound of reading relates the 
parting of a man from his first wife. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 50-51. 

 
Reading for Male and Female Corpses, 1997 
In the dark water male and female corpses are hearing a conversation between a man and a 
woman that continues until dawn. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 52-53. 

Conversation of Two Women, 1998 
In the second room, a conversation between two women: one is alive, one is dead. The sound is 
a conversation during a love scene between and a man and his lover, their parting and the 
beginning of a new love. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 34. 

 
Pond, 1998 
In the third room, five projections in the form of a pond with two sounds of reading. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 36. 

 
Reading for Male and Female Corpses, 1998 
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Male and female corpses lying under white clothes, overhearing a conversation between a man 
and a woman that continues to dawn. 
 
Love and yearning do not have to hide in Literature. 
Literary language describes pain: it exposes the flesh and the bones. 
Literary language gives us times to rejoice, of delight and laughter. 
Some parts of life may be overlooked and not receive interest: some parts, of which we are too 
abashed to talk, appear before us as a played-out scene. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 40-41. 
 
The Lament of Desire, 1998 

The woman in her late thirties kept inhaling the awful smell and reviewing the evil picture 
of death while forcing herself to sit down and read from a classic Thai poetic piece in the musty, 
stale room. 
It was a holiday with not a living soul around. That late night was quiet and starkly still. The shrill, 
thrilling sound of poetry reading echoed back and forth from the frozen lifeless body in front 
and these lying here and there before hitting the wall and dashing out of the partly open window, 
thrusting through the holes and spaces around the building structure. The powerful imagination 
of a person was sent out to a number of people, those who were able to accept it and those who 
couldn’t, and to the reader herself. 
If it were not because art had paved the way for such an action, who would dare to go against 
the old beliefs and customs.  
from Two Planets, 2012, 45. 

 
Many times in life, when one realizes that persons with whom one has had a strong bond in the 
past, are not around anymore, the yearning for them expresses itself beyond consideration of 
time: beyond comprehension of impermanence and uncertainty.  Even other basic 
comprehensions concerning life and death escape the mind. When the yearning for those people 
accumulates itself and appears at the surface, then the attempt to embrace the bonds of the past 
succeeds. 
Reading is a form of giving. To sit beside someone to concentrate on reading, and read loud 
enough to be heard, is to give comfort, time and heart. It’s a way of showing that one cares, like 
a touch on the arm, holding hands of the elderly, to console, a part on the back, on the shoulder, 
a taking care of the sick.  
The sound of a reading voice is the transmitter that communicates the living to the dead. I chose 
excerpts from traditional Thai literature in my attempt to establish a conversation, and to share 
rejoicing and acknowledgement. With the passage of time, the melodious sound of the reading 
voice carris the content of the literature on and on. In a silent atmosphere, the concentration of 
one person nis communicated to another. 
It is a movement of desire: it might be an impossible attempt to embrace what once was; it’s the 
hope that something may percolate, something may be acknowledged. This reading is performed 
with corpses at a certain time and place and conveys something impossible to convey by reason. 
It can only be conveyed by emotion. 
 
If sandalwood flowers would be laid at the last goodbye to the one we love with laughter, then 
there would be no hiding of tears. 
If loss could be openly revealed and accepted like any other human delight, then there would not 
be so many suppressed feelings. 
If yearning for the past could be compensated by telling stories of this past to some friend, 
leaving nothing, not even a sense of missing something… 
Because there is no other way out for this excessive yearning. The only way is art. 
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From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 42-43, 45. 
 
Lament of Desire, installation at Freemantle Prison, 1999 
Corpses float in transparent ponds with water, hearing the sound of reading. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 62. 

 
Lament of Desire, 1999 
At a particular point the continuous process of making art meets with the loss of certain parts of 
life. This together with simple actions performed in rites which are familiar from childhood on 
are the components of the work Lament (the sound of the monks’ prayers, the quest for 
tranquillity through the act of pouring water on the ground after practising virtuous conduct in 
order to offer spiritual merit to the dead, stretched out hands tolling the side of a coffin to 
announce the morning and evening meals that are offered on a tray). 
More than the actual execution, a large part of the work was reserved for a conceptual and an 
emotional scope, because some important parts of the work may easily be offensive, not only 
because people tend to deny images that are not pleasing to the eye, but also because f ideas and 
beliefs, passed on through many generations, which concern being a person or a group within a 
society. 
Even though the sense of missing is usually ranged on the side of ‘good intentions’, here the 
sense of missing takes an ‘unfamiliar’ twist. The weakness of a person who realizes the high value 
of relations is coupled with its opposite, the role of the artist who creates art. During the working 
process, mother opposite topics were also introduced: surrender to yearning as opposite to the 
desire of making art; humility versus violence; giving versus receiving; concealed in the role of 
the reader versus that of the artist; true fact versus hope; real images versus imagination.  
The work is divided into three parts: the private reading to the corpses recorded by photographs, 
recorded on video, and the final presentation of the work. 
The viewers’ opinions on different topics concerning the work were collected from three 
conversations. Some parts of these are presented below. [The text now continues with three 
conversations in reaction, one in Bremen of November, 1997, a second with fourth-year 
students in Chiangmai of October 1998, and the third at San Antonio of December 1998. 
Extracted below is the second conversation in Chiangmai].  
Second conversation, at the Faculty of Fine Arts, Chiangmai, October 1998. Participants were 
fourth-year students from the ‘Composition’ course. Some of the recorded topics are as follows: 
An art student complained: ‘Why does art never deal with cheerfulness and light, but almost 
always with sorrow and sadness?’; and, ‘this work makes me think the artist believes in sorcery’. 
As the conversation continued, the content of Buddhist prayers at funerals was discussed. Most 
of these prayers are sermons delivered by the monks to the living. There is only one short 
funeral-prayer Matika, delivered to the dead before the corpse is cremated. A female student said 
the work makes her understand that the artist has abandoned her roots. ‘The artist is no real 
Buddhist, but Westernized; she is not concerned with beliefs but with art’. Because of the fact 
that the participants were familiar with the story Inao, the contents of this story were discussed: 
‘Reading a chapter on love and a chapter of the sexual desire of Inao to a female corpse, even 
though this conversation on love is similar to an ordinary conversation between females, were 
this story actually to be acknowledged by the corpse it would be a violation of this person’s 
emotions’. 
‘I feel that the body of that young female’s corpse is still warm. That disables the corpse from 
listening to this story of love and sexual desire.  
Ideas on what is familiar from childhood on become more detailed and more clearly emphasized. 
The dividing line between the area of the homestead and the area of culture becomes more 
distinct; the dividing line between the area of the dead and the area of the living, however, fades 
away. 
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From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, past-1999, 1999, 68. 
 
Grandpa in the mountainous valley, 2002 
A pair of chairs placed side by side on the veranda under the soft sun’s rays shining through the 
thin curtain of winter fog. Just a quick glance at the old stains and fading colour, one could be 
aware  of the long gone past. 
Who knows whether the sounds of couples who used to sit next to each other in this place 
would try to come back to live or not. When they lived to an old age, they kept yearning for the 
past to come back in their memories… 
… somewhat insane in the eye of a younger person who couldn’t catch up with them. 
From Thai Medley, video, 2002, from Two Planets, 2012, 19, translator not given. 

 
Why is it poetry rather than awareness? 2000-2002. 

My name is Araya, and my life is at the 
point where summer’s end joins autumn’s beginning. 

In this small shadowy room not far from a large pond 
In the hollow of a suburban valley, comes mail 

from an old friend far away, a female artist  
from another country. It begins with  

Neruda’s poems: I have four dogs 
to declare 

 
Two windows are in the embrace of the airs of a Thai popular song of the fifties – songs of 
Suntaharaporn. It’s somewhere between two and three p.m. on a Sunday – the sort of time that 
the university’s radio channel always puts on such songs of the old days. One of them begins 
with: Whenever it rains, my heart grows stormy.  And, in the middle are these lines: So brightly flashes the 
lightning. Making me close my eyes. It’s as if the sky is shattered… 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Thamai thueng mi rot kawi thaen khwam ru than?, 2002, 5. 

 
It’s art, don’t you look down on it. If it rains at all you could applaud or do whatever you want, 
simply because it is art. 
Having pushed the mist clinging close to the face of the secluded, silent pond on that most 
beautiful of mornings, I leave, humming.  
 
One night, I went there again. The bodies stretched out stiffly, as always, waiting in rows like 
students in a classroom. The stillness reaches out with its scent to greet me as usual– as silent 
and still as their attentive wait for the telling of the next tale. Every one of them knew from the 
previous sessions that the young king Inao had abandoned his first consort, Jintara, giving birth 
to the famous and well-remembered verse: 
I’ve only realized that Love 
is like a rapid stream 
whose swift current so twists and swirls 
that there’s no hope of its return. 
 
‘Why isn’t there a book in your hand?’ A corpse near the entrance asked.  
‘I only want to find some strength from you who are so strong, having passed through pain and 
separation which are so excruciating. I…’  something welled up deep inside, ‘can’t read to you 
anymore.’ 
‘But we ourselves can’t read,’ a body under pink floral covering said. 
‘The reader’s role is that of giver, I am so much weaker than you.’ 
‘Oh, little girl, someone who’s weak can give,’ an aged body communicated consolation from 
under a beautiful drape.  
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‘In that case, I am going to tell you about a crippled dog king. He is going to Europe’. 
‘Going to Europe,’ all the bodies exclaimed in unison, like the voices of children in an 
elementary class. The sound echoed against the vast hall, rousing it from sleep. ‘Don’t you ever 
sleep?’ The wall grumbled in thought. 
‘Why is he going?’ the bodies asked all at the same time as if by appointment. 
He is going…uh…going to,’ I tried to think. 
Suddenly a dog-hair missive blew leisurely through the window for me to reach out and catch. I 
noticed that the hair had grown longer and paler – more farang style. 
‘We are heading for Kassel, reaching Documenta 11.’ 
‘Going to Documenta, oh, oh,’ I exclaimed. Jealousy raged through my veins. All the bodies 
which had given up the world saw through me. 
‘You are weak.’ 
‘Comparison makes you tiny, you living human.’ 
‘But you dead human, Documenta is so important. Not to have been there is like being a 
beautiful woman who has never felt the touch of a man’s hand.’ 
‘Oh,’ all the bodies voiced again, making the wall itch all over. ‘Now we know how important it 
is,’ a body of one advanced in age said sympathetically.  
The air perfumed by death was so sad. Forcing herself, the weak one made the effort to 
be Giver.  She then voiced a melodic strain: 
‘Andromeda the maiden of heaven, the one I love more than life, open you celestial abode and 
endow me with the joy of your glance. Not seeing your beauteous face turns a day of sunshine 
into dusk. Not seeing your glorious face, deprives the full-moon night of its light.’ 
The soundless listening of the bodies emanated a perfume named Knowing, which… oh, 
emotional fluctuations, disappointment of knaves. Even though they do not know the nature of 
art, the bodies were ready to join the game to celebrating the emptiness of the Art narrated by 
dejection and defeat. The bodies allow themselves to be covered by brightly coloured drapes 
knowing perfectly well that it is unbecoming. ‘Death should be dressed in black,’ a body reflects. 
‘But, well just for tonight.’ 
Some of the bodies have frangipanis, the flower of lament (that the living people would not grow 
in their gardens), tucked above their ears. Some of the bodies are so drawn into the game that 
they laugh good-naturedly, shaking the liquid in the glass thank that they had to remind one 
another to be careful. The floral designs of the drapes, which imitate the curves and mounts of 
the breast, the torso and the 
limbs of the chilled forms, starts to sing snatches of old Thai songs that they recall here and 
there. And, in order that the celebration doesn’t end too soon, we mixed several songs into a 
medley, from Andromeda the Maiden of Heaven to A Flower Named Ratree, back in time to the 
Tribute to Phra Lor and a melodic verse named… never tiring of verses… nostalgic wishes.  
Oh, my rays of light… All the bodies were lying in sweet sleep when I left. Jealousy, and even 
melancholy itself dissolves. So, this is art. How, then, can it be bought and sold? How can it be 
valued? 
Late night wind wafted past, fresher and cooler than in that dank hall. 
Mist, oh, mist have you stopped breathing? Or has the water ebbed tonight? Then, I shall hurry 
to bed. Perhaps I might dream if the mist, the errors, and the shame (as a human being) that lurk 
within me. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Thamai thueng mi rot kawi thaen khwam ru than?, 2002,18-23 and 
extracted in Subverted Boundaries, 2003, translator not given. Singapore: Sculpture Square, and extracted 
in Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: In the circumstances the sole object of attention should be the treachery of 
the moon, Bangkok: Ardel Gallery, 2009. 

 
Water, 2004. 
My memories of the fresh cool water were beautiful.  Recalling the experience brought a smile to 
my lips and eyes and it would remain for some time. 
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Days and nights pass away, sometimes fast depending on feelings. I didn’t indulge myself in the 
warm water anymore. 
My private corner I used to sit in the sprinkling rain while looking at the black smoke floating 
from the tall chimney of the crematorium of a temple on the river, I’d left a long time ago. 
Here in the city was over ten thousand miles from home. 
It was a long time, very long, my hands and feet became pale and white and wrinkled like a 
crumpled sheet of white paper. I was still curled in a corner of the bathtub, recalling the drizzling 
rain from the wide sky that was slowly seeping into flesh, so cool and refreshing. Then I felt that 
from then to now nothing had changed. But in adulthood, now I encountered some new 
experiences that in my childhood I had never been exposed to, the sound of water being drained 
down the drainage system. It was dark, cold, dirty. It went clug, clug and disappeared. 
 
From Three Female Scapes, video installation, 2004. from Two Planets, 2012, 31, translator not given. 

 
A tale of daydream 
[date, 2008?] 

Suppose there is less and less time 
each day and this induces us to think back to 

days gone by. It takes us to the cool shade of trees and 
hedges in the terrace where we stood watching children running 

around merrily playing ‘Catch me if you can’ (or ‘Tag’). The joyous screams 
went on until late afternoon and twilight. Looking at the rippling water in the pool where 

one used to swim and dive up and down, one craned the neck to get a good look at the tall tree tops 
one used to climb, up and away without hunger but not yet well aware of being alive and well away from dying. 

Memory dropped back to the night of New Year’s Eve of the week-long colourful annual Winter Fair in the province 
when one glanced up in amazement at the innumerable twinkling stars and the glittering strings of tinsel paper 

decorating tree limbs reflecting on the ornamental light from hundreds of light bulbs.  The little child’s 
eyes were fixed on a red paper star at the tip at the tip of the tree determining to reach it although 

being uncertain of the attainment/fulfilment. All kinds of prizes were pi8led in heaps: 
Parrot Brand fragrant soap, pleated red chiffon scarves with flower pattern 

that were so thin and delicate and appeared transparent to light. 
These and a lot more temptation re promised including 

a bucketful of lollipops to be given as a consolation 
prize, which I got but one of them. 

 
from Two Planets, 2012, 62, translator not given. [original spacing] 

 
Words. Conversation with Death on Life’s First Street, video installation 2005 
The Road and the River 
It should begin in childhood…shouldn’t it? Not that I intended the cliché, but because 
childhood is the beginning of arrested time... of the frozen present. 
But then, which of the childhood scenes should I take up, there being so may that they have 
filled the attic of memory with near-rancid stuffiness. Take hold of anything in it and up comes 
some grey memory. Come on, out you come. It turns out to be the shadows of a group of 
people cast across the first road of my life on a later afternoon. Beautiful yellow sunrays shone of 
the smooth little road. The group of shadows crept across to the other side, to incinerate their 
beloved. 
The shadows cast themselves on the same road over and over every year. It wasn’t long before 
their silent ceremonial crossing of the road became a symbol of farewell. 
And it should be night, shouldn’t it? It should be night because that’s when we can escape the 
day. The night shuts down day’s consciousness with sleep… that is when there are no bad 
dreams. 
And then what season should it be? The season of choice should be when the wind moans 
and moans, shouldn’t it? 
But we can’t choose everything, can we? Otherwise why would we all pick sun-yellow flowers-  
and reds and the whites….when on a dewy dawn the undertaker told us that the remnant of the 
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skeleton were there under the ashes on the steel tray that was pulled from the still-warm 
crematorium last night… flowers to be placed where the heart had been, were to be tokens of 
our last goodbye (even though we bade so many goodbyes during those seen days of funeral 
rites). While running on the damp grass to find flowers in those three colours, I could only think 
that I wanted blue or bluish mauve because it would go better with the grey ashes – but there 
were no blue flowers in the temple grounds. 
That road gave me my first priced of accomplishment when I crossed it on my own, having 
escaped the care of the adults. Looking back from the opposite side, ten ‘home’ that sheltered 
me didn’t ‘feel’ to me as it had before. I didn’t know then that later on, after crossing larger and 
more significant roads that would flush me with larger pride, the little house by the river would 
silently hide in a secure corner of my memory. 
The undertaker laid down the tri-coloured bouquet on the place where the heart had been and, 
with his fingertip, drew a skeletal outline. – head, body, arms, legs – like a child’s drawing. Four 
expressionless monks in bright orange robes chanted words reminding us of the transiency of all 
things, rousing the morning air from lingering sleep into witness this last rite in the creation. The 
wind blew lightly as the undertaker scattered the ashes in the  lush forest that surrounded the 
crematorium. I departed from this scene, carrying the bones wrapped in a white cloth. 
The road that passed the house an parallel to the river. The houses that faced the road each had 
their own pier with steps down to the water – the expanse that ran cold and deep through many 
episodes of memory. At that time, though, the water was cool, the road was warm. We 
always have choices, don’t we? So it seems. 
The tolling of the bell from the belfry of a nearby Christian church spread over the surfaces of 
the river and the road, seeping into the house to the cot with the pale green railed by the parents’ 
bed. Both father and mother must have forgotten to cover up the pictures of the human bodies 
whose skin peeled back to show the muscles. Head, arms, legs, torso – redness spread all over. 
And that’s what the baby, curled up in the cot, looked at daily. 
Line-ups of body parts, there they were in the pre-dawn dimness. The tolling of the church bells 
resonated as usual.  The river flowed, lazily bathing the house’s wooden pillars, ad the road lay 
still – just still. Was there any remnant of those days that grew and moved in the mind of 
the little child as the days passed? 
Yes, one of them was the softness of Mother’s green blanket with its floral design from the big 
bed…the softness when the blanket swaddled us both as she curled up with me in the tiny space 
of the railed cot. Cool river breezes blew through the window moving the curtain with its cut-out 
pattern.  That episode of life, so filled with warmth, how much longer would it last? 
I can’t remember what we thought as children. Perhaps when hungry, we thought of the aroma 
of yellow corn fritters wafting over from the kitchen, or the scent of hot cocoa rising from a mug. 
Perhaps when overcome with sleepiness, we thought of bed. Perhaps nostalgia for us was so 
faint that it encompassed nothing but the lingering warmth of soft beds in the morning and the 
golden sweet smoothness of an egg-yolk dessert on a green banana leaf – nothing else but these. 
When we grow up, we think back of things that no longer exist. Our yearning cry out hu8ngrily 
like children who demand to be fed with substitutes – with the tolling of other bells from other 
churches, with short and transient daily routines on other small roads that we visit temporarily – 
but not the river, there can never be substitutes for that river…never. 
The infant was sometimes carried out on the verandah to take in the river air, sometimes in the 
morning, sometimes in the evening. She probably saw the river without truly knowing its nature - 
not until she could pull herself up against the railing to look down at the current, not until she 
could sit on the step[s to dip her toes in the water, not until she fearfully took hold of the life 
ring and steeled her heart to wear it and started to swim. 
Not so fast… there were other bright scenes that came before that one.  There was when the 
surface of the river reflected the lights of wishing candles that flickered and shone from banana-
leaf floats on Loy Kratong night. It was the very last time that Mother and her three-year-old 
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daughter ever went to the river together. Not many days had passed when father carried mother 
down the steps, her nightgown trailing. The sound of speed and ambulance sirens finally faded. 
The little girl stood holding onto the railings of the verandah. The familiar river flowed 
swiftly to the finality of life. Mother never returned. 
If this chapter ends where the river rushed swiftly and Mother never returned, memory would be 
left with just one picture and one season, the season of the fast-flowing, swollen river. But every 
memory, no matter what, should have an escape route, should it not? 
There came the day of the incident. It was the day when the little girl put on the life ring and 
swam out, crossing the river on her won. Perhaps the night of the speeding current challenged 
her to try something that might wipe out that episode form her memory. 
In that hour of survival, sobs mixed with prayers from the strong woman who saved her life. 
The woman patted the little head with water from the river, calling blessings upon her with 
prayers before paddling the endlessly sobbing little thing back home to the other the side of the 
river. 
It may be said that we can’t ever deny the call of pride over life’s ‘First Crossing’, even though 
the response to that call also brought the experience of failure   the disgraceful capsize under the 
towlines of barges that almost brought with it the end of life. 
What is there that we can exchange with life? Well…isn’t it this that we are exchanging 
with life? 
 

Earthen Mound by the River 
We took a long journey to the arid pink land. Father aid pink stood for Communism, and that’s 
why I pictured either soldiers or border patrol police standing around the clear space where the 
helicopter landed in front of the medical base each time Father went to take care of villagers in 
dry forests with seared brown leaves. The house we stayed in, however, was in town. The road in 
front of it led to a temple, lavishly lined with trees. It was strange that we had a much bigger 
river running behind the house. Its sweeping bend was so wide that I felt no desire to swim in it.  
While we were there, Death did not pay us a visit – no-one’s Death not from the 
neighbourhyood nor where we had come from. No more excitement at new crossing roads, for 
this was erased by the immediate fun of children’s games. We kept our firs pet dog, followed by 
many others. For the first time the exhilarating speed of a bicycle that took the child a distance 
from home to a community of immigrant Vietnamese, to a village where vegetables were grown 
in long rows – it was rumoured that human waste was used as fertilizer. 
But no matter how much mileage I covered, alone on the bicycle or with father on the helicopter, 
one cloud-inked rain-splattered evening climbing on the wet roof, I glanced towards Wat Luang 
and saw its towering crematorium funnel spouting smoke that floated skyward and 
dissolved into the gloom of the dusk. The symbol of parting was beckoning to me. 
After school, I set off to explore Wat Luang, the royal temple whose walls were a sweetly-
coloured semicircular repository of ashes and bones – blue, green, yellow, and pink. At intervals 
in the riverside temple compound, short wide steps led down to the river. Even here, rows of 
cement tombs inscribed with dates stretched along the walls on right and left of the steps. Death 
seemed to blossom joyously everywhere. Banyan trees teased these white cubicles with their 
roots, so rudely that the cement split into cracks of tantalizing blackness that kindled the desire 
to investigate every nook and crevice. These cracks in the cement also drew a stale scent into the 
imagination. It was the scent of dreams blown by the river breeze that bantered with the 
perfumes of kaew and pikul [strongly-scented Thai flowers]. 
The most marvellous item of all in that temple was the tomb of a Chinese man. It was wooden, 
polished, dark in colour. It stood immobile in the wide pavilion, dignified in its oblivion to the 
presence of Death around it. Standing in the dimness of day where sunlight could not reach, it 
was lit in the brightness of night by a neon light, amid the sounds of chanting that seemed to 
cradle it. The tomb was as beautiful as the royal bed of a princess. Come the end of the funeral 
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rites, this princely bed would be surrounded by mourners in rough white cotton attire 
contrasting with the beautiful colours of the hearse that moved out on the way to the cemetery 
amid sounds of weeping.  The stage prop and the actors (it was not so clear which was 
which) who played Death in the temple confused me because I could not determine 
what death was, bone fragments in the semicircular repository, the tender scents of flowers  
mixed with the stale scent that seeped through the black, banyan-root cracks in the cement, the 
inscription of dates past and the cobwebbed, stony stillness, the bright colours of the Chinese 
hearse moving through the sound of white laments, or the dignified stillness of the Chinese 
coffin amid the severity of the funeral rites under pale neon light. 
The bicycle still rolled past the deserted Farang [foreigners’] cemetery in the late 
mornings of the holidays. Not only can Life be deserted but Death, too. On a grave, a 
beautifully engraved white cross was covered by creepers whose leaves of dark and light green 
were dotted with gleaming white flowers. Nature celebrated Death’s memory behind the heavy 
iron door, encrusted with rust the barrier that divided the movement of the lonely road from 
Death, even though the soul of the road was as silent as the souls in the graveyard were 
still, and divided. 
One evening, the little bicycle followed the smell of flesh burning on an open pyre by the road. 
There, in the winter dusk, flickering flames were extinguishing the remains of a life. Two 
udne4rtakers hunched close to the pyre for warmth, smoking. The duration of time in which the 
little bicycle sliced through the  air fetid with burnt flesh was like a vacuum in the process of 
living. Without passing through death, would life’s vacuum be derived from other sources? 
At that moment in time, there was no shadow moving towards cremation rites. There was only 
the death of the little lives of a parrot and a beloved dog, sweat from grave digging, sobs of loss 
amid bright flower in the garden. All this brought about a clean, uncluttered line of 
communication between the little girl – and the matter of death 
When I grew up, Iwent back to visit both of the two rivers. On meeting the first river, a 
sentence sprang up in my mind. 
‘The river seemed to stop lowing when we met. The bridge, the lampoon tree…’ After all, 
the river and I were well acquainted. 
The little mound in the garden with the bend in the river as its base.. where was it now?  The 
passing decades have changed it into the cement backyard of the home of the resident doctor. 
As I skirted the mound, the sound of an Isaan Kite in the chill of the night stirred in my memory, 
as thought sequenced scenes from days gone by. 
 

Death’s Realities and Rules 
Isn’t it the reality of Death that diminishes the imagination where Death is concerned? But then, 
do we need the imagination when we regard Death? 
It is also the customary procedures and rites to which people are so attached that utterly 
smothered any possible reverie about Death. 
 
The more Death is talked about in a public context, the more its charm is lost. 
 
Death should have its own corner, a close unventilated corner, where it can find its own 
breath once more. 
from: Art and Words, 2006, 10-14. Tr. Chamnongsri Rutnin 

 

The Class I, II, III, video installations 2005. 
The Class 
Good evening! I would like to welcome everyone to this talk. 
First of all, I would like to introduce myself. 
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I am presently here standing in front of you as a living person.  
from: Art and Words, 2006, The Class, 42-44 tr, Jan Theo De Vleeschauer. 

 
Good afternoon. 
Outside the leaves are turning yellow. 
Can we call this season autumn? It allows me to recall a television show in Europe in 1997 called 
Solitary Leave-taking in Autumn which stated that more people die alone in autumn than in any 
other season. 
I’d like to introduce myself a little bit. 
I came here to talk to you about death more than do a performance. 
.. 
Does anyone here have a question? What is your question? 
Please speak up a little. It’s difficult to hear you.  
Oh, ‘What are we going to get out of this topic?’ You’re asking a strange question. 
I thought that the dead would not still ask about ‘getting’ things. I thought that ‘loss and gain’ 
were concerns of the living (of those who were still alive). 
But did you ever have a chance to speak about death before you died? 
This is the reason that we are considering questions related to death today – that you did not 
have a chance to speak about death in your previous life.  
.. 
from: Art and Words, 2006, The Class II, 45-48, tr. Arnika Fuhrmann, and from: Art and Words, 2006, The 
Class III, 49-51, tr. Arnika Fuhrmann. 

 
‘Quiet conversation with Death on life’s first street’ Araya in Kunavichayanont, 2005  
There …that’s the ring a–ding dinging of an old man’s bicycle bell. On one handle of the bike, 
he hangs a plastic bag filled with hot coffee…on the other, a bag of Chinese donuts. With his 
back to the rising sun, he rises slowly towards the stuffy scent of the wooden house that’s 
waiting for the delectable taste of the breakfast fare. 
‘Do you experience a charming death? Who are the ones to experience the charm of death, the living or the death?’ 
Well, if there exists a fragrant night-flower named ratree, there also exists a perfumed day-flower 
named thiva. This simple fact is what you may need when savouring life. 
It might be difficult to answer. It’s a very thin line between life and death. One of Napoleon’s statements illustrates 
this: ‘an eye winked forcefully, a breath taken deeply, it happens either in a moment of total happiness, or at the 
time of death.’ 
When you step out into the boundless space of feelings, please feel free to shake all those tall 
trees with your eyes, making tis flowers shower down and carpet the ground at your feet. 
‘Could you please wait for a while before I come back to our topic?’ 
With each step on the newly spread white carpet, your feet grind out the perfume which rises, 
accompanied by cries you cannot hear. 
‘Now if we come back to today’s topic: death, what does death mean to you now that you have reached it? Does 
death give you more space than life ever did? Or is it something very limited?’ 
The voice of a woman wheeling her cart, peddling grilled yam, grilled banana (each for two baht 
last year, now this year for three) passing my life’s first street. 
‘Someone has a question. Does death only have negative meaning? No, it does not. I think you knew that already. 
It all depends on how the word is used of course.’ 
The white curtain of cut-out embroidery representing a rabbit admiring the moon with a snake 
close by, moved in the wind as a gesture of greeting, as it was the first meeting of the day. 
‘If we say the death of death which could be meaning a new life, most people would believe this to be positive. But 
not according to the Buddhist way of thinking and not for those people who have committed suicide.’ 
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The river that runs parallel to that first street of m lifeflowed ever so fast, powered by the 
monsoon. Each year in this season, it would burst its banks every now and then, inu8nadating 
rows and rows of houses. 
‘Does the river run so fast as when a sudden death comes? There is one short sentence in Thai about sudden death 
which goes hen kan yoo lad lad. It has a double meaning: Oh I just saw him, and, now he is dead.’  
What are you going to do? 
Having pushed the mist which was clinging close to the face of the secluded, silent pond, so that it drowned out that 
most beautiful moment of the morning, I leave, humming.’ 
The old house’s curtain with its cut-out embroidery withstands the wind, absolutely refusing to 
be blown in the direction prescribed in order to be heard by the grilled banana, grilled tapioca, as 
well as grilled taro, that are spread out on the charcoal grill pushcart wheeling past. Out tumbles 
the question: An increase of one whole baht?  
‘Do you miss your funeral?’ 
Yes, I do. I like the moment when my coffin, decorated with different kinds of flowers, arrived at the crematorium 
stone. Many people were standing on both sides of me, and waited. There was sad music being played. It helped me 
to say my last goodbye. At that time I felt like a princess. 
I had never felt like that before during my life.’ 
‘An increase of one whole baht?’ A self-comparison unwittingly slips out. ‘I wonder how 
something worn out with years of use would cost…?’  
This is like an old curtain which has lost confidence about its value, crying out for the comfort 
originally gained from its mother who knew what it was once worth. 
What are your plans from now on?’ 
I plan to float, to disappear and appear like those ghosts in the movies. It could be very exciting to visit friends this 
way. 
How about you? 
When I was still alive, I never planned my life. Why should I make plans after my death? I don’t see the 
difference.’ 
Rain falls at last. A poet wrote that the rain returned. ‘It didn’t come from the sky… it came 
straight from my childhood.’ 
‘I have no idea how to end this talk. 
That is a living person’s problem. We have already passed that condition. We passed the end of time, not you. 
Then we should say goodbye here. 
We already said goodbye when we died.’ 
Mist, oh, mist, have you stopped breathing? Or has the water ebbed tonight? Then, I shall hurry 
to bed. Perhaps I might dream of the mist, the errors, and the shame (as a human being) that 
lurk within me. 
From Araya in Kunavichayanont, 2005, 26-27.  

 
Grave Concerns: The Art of Death, 2005 
Extracts: 
On Death: 
Because I can play with the meaning of death more in art than in real life. I should say I choose 
art as process of thought for the meaning of death. It depends on the perception of the viewer 
because every group has their own concepts and beliefs. It makes them focus on this topic more 
than they are used to. I’m not trying to provide a judgment about death, just to present it for 
consideration. Death can have a type of charm. In a situation like a Tsunami, the images are too 
clear. When we see images of death like that it has no secret anymore. It loses its charm. Maybe 
living is not so beautiful for every person. Maybe death is charming for some people. I have two 
people who work for me and take care of my dogs when I’m away. When I came back from 
Venice I found one of them was in the hospital. He died a few days later. He was 29 years old. 
But I think it was so beautiful. By this age a person is not so greedy, so consumed. He died 
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before he could become harder. He had a nice experience in his life. He was strong and active. It 
may be okay to die young. 
 
My mother died when I was three years old. From three to six years old I participated in many 
funerals. So many for such a young girl. My great grandmother, my grandmother, my mother. 
My mother was pregnant and my father helped deliver my baby sister. He was a physician. But 
my mother died in childbirth, and then my younger sister died a week afterward. Too many 
funerals I think. Then my stepsister died at one and a half years old. From this reason, I guess, I 
have been interested in examining death. 
 
I don’t want to go to funerals any more! (laughs) When I was young I studied at Silapakorn 
University in Bangkok and I loved to go to funerals. I loved to go to see the ceremony, many 
flowers, all the people dressed in black. It was beautiful. Now, after working on this project I 
don’t really like it anymore. I’m tired of death! Maybe too much. 
 
Buddhism and Thai conceptions of death and life: 
Because of Buddhism we are taught that there are three steps of life. Birth, Getting Older and 
then Death. Death is one of the steps. It is a part of life. A professor of philosophy in Stockholm 
told me that many people had died without seeing a dead body in their life. That’s the difference. 
Here sometimes I participate in a funeral in my village in Mae Rim. It’s very typical that they 
keep a dead body in their house before they burn it. Normally they keep it on ice between three 
to nine days. They are dressed in their most beautiful clothes. Some poor people, if they have no 
house, are kept in the temple. A poor man in my village died recently and he was kept in the 
temple. But the other villagers and I pitched in to pay for his funeral. One said ‘Why don’t we 
pitch in to take care of his dogs instead? They are still alive!’ 
 
Most people say that Thai people forget easily. They feel excited for a short time and then after 
that they forget. This is a culture of sanuk [fun]. I don’t know if it’s always real or not but you 
feel that you have more confidence if you are seen as a happy person. It gives you more 
confidence in the group. Many young artists and art students follow this way. They think: why 
should we act very serious? Why don’t we make art for happiness? For sanuk? I think it comes 
from cultural character. Thai artists at university don’t tend to be political like they are in the 
west. They normally go to nature, or to Buddhist philosophy for their inspiration. No one talks 
about minorities or hill tribes. I don’t know why. I think it’s not in the Thai character. They 
prefer to go the peaceful way. 
 
Some Thai artists make art for two-way communication. I know one curator who said that Thai 
artists can do that kind of art very well – to open spaces for communication. I myself think that 
art can help Thai people to learn to be more individual. In our society, the group is always very 
powerful. It tends to orient people toward the power of quantity rather than individual quality. 
 
I have been invited to Turin, Italy to do another version of ‘The Class.’ But they have to get me 
corpses! They are working on getting them for me. [Are you afraid to be around the dead 
bodies?] Yes. The first night before I thought about lying with the dead bodies I could not sleep. 
But I was so afraid already that when I finally lay next to them I was no longer afraid. I felt very 
comfortable. The only problem was that the filming took many hours and so the smell became 
very strong! [In Death Seminar Araya read a famous Thai book called Inao to the corpses]. It’s 
about a young king who has many women. He travels from town to town and has many fights 
and lovers – like a typical man! (laughs) It was composed by King Rama II [reigned 1809-1824]. 
But it’s based on Javanese stories. One Thai man who studies in Hawaii, [Pandit Chanrochanakit] 
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who wrote about my work asked me why I chose to read Inao to the dead. I told him that 
everyone loves love stories – maybe even dead people! 
 
Current Work: 
I am working on a video seminar about mad women. I participate in a group of twenty mentally 
ill women. Each one asks questions and another answers and the conversation goes into all 
different directions. At the end of the seminar we stand and sing the Thai national anthem! 
 
My first book was about oriental women in which I compared the western and the eastern roles 
for women. [Phuying tawan ook, 1996]. At the time I was studying in Germany so I had some 
experience in both situations. The second one is about lust – the need to have others in your life 
and the conflict that results [Thuk haeng prathana, 1999]. The third one is called ‘I Am an Artist.’ 
[Phom Pen Silipin, 2005] But I use the male pronoun phom instead of the female dichan. Through 
this story I can allow myself to be very aggressive by using this pronoun. 
 
Among art academies and art circles in Thailand, my feeling is that people believe more in male 
artists than women. For example, once I heard from an art history professor that he didn’t want 
to put female artists in his class because then everyone would get married and they wouldn’t be 
interested in art any more. 
 
[Are you making fun of yourself as a teacher?]. I think yes. One art critic, Geeta Kapur came to 
an opening and saw ‘The Class’ and asked me if I wasn’t also speaking to myself. I said yes, I was. 
[Who are the artists that inspire you?] Writers more than artists. Mostly the old fashioned ones. 
Like Herman Hesse, Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Antoine St. Exupéry. But not artists so much. 
Once I saw a very good piece of art by Hans Haacke in a sculpture project in Münster, Germany. 
I cried when I saw his piece. But after that when I saw a different piece by him I didn’t have the 
same feeling. His work changed. Art is less consistent than writing. And most writers that I like 
are already dead so their work doesn’t change 
 
[Do you want a big Thai-style funeral?] No. (laughs) I already have my grave reserved in my own 
garden. It is the rainy season now and my grave is like a small pond, reflecting the stars. 
 
From Oliver Benjamin, ‘Grave Concerns: The Art of Death, An Interview with Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook’, 
City Life Magazine [Chiangmai], October 2005. 

 

The Artist, 2006 
Pregnant in the context of art, taking up a period of nine days. 

Journeys away from her daily life,  
together with a Langarn dog, from the mountains to the sea, 

from monotonous repetition towards the peculiar dream of two lives. 
 

With the sound of ghost lullabies; 
ghosts that are hiding in the alleyways of the mountains. 

Tunes to lull the souls that have not yet risen; that are not yet born. 
The artist awaits the lullabies before she departs. 

From Art and Words, 2006, 59. 

 
The Nine-Day Pregnancy of a Single, Middle-Aged Associate Professor, 2006 
It is quite similar to drawing a picture. Sometimes we insert certain things that are not real. It 
may be the light, may be the shadows; or a tree is added to the landscape we are drawing that is 
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not really in front of our eyes. We do this to achieve a better sense of balance. There’s no 
difference at all. 
Tong is a noun which means ‘pregnant’; as a verb it means ‘being pregnant’. If the pregnancy does 
not manifest itself inside the tong (meaning ‘belly’), but outside the belly, wouldn’t it be difficult in 
this case to achieve a sense of balance. 
Maybe it is because tong means the creation of a new life, a growing new life. That makes the 
issue very important. Besides this, tong also concerns matters of love, sexual desire, fashionable 
notions about the continuation of the family name in certain cultures, and the wondrous joy that 
comes with it. Tong is further associated with strong bonds and with coincidence. 
Tong may have many more meanings. In some cultures, ‘the one who is pregnant’ and the one 
who makes pregnant’, have very different statuses. In that case, one may wonder how those two 
people could have met at the point that is called ‘becoming pregnant’. 
Being of the gender that has the ability to become pregnant, and having to faced many different 
conditions, a woman with the status of Associate Professor, single, and coming of an age where 
pregnancy is no longer desirable, this is a pregnancy in the context of art, taking up a period of 
nine days. 
One year later she travels from Chiang Mai to settle some affairs in Bangkok. There she meets 
her former advisor, He asks her: ‘How is your baby?’ On seeing her puzzled expression, he 
elaborates: ‘About a year ago, I got news from Chiang Mai that Araya was pregnant.’ 
Besides this there are other stories; a male artist after a visit to Chiang Mai, returns to Bangkok 
to spread the news of ‘her pregnancy.’ 
Later on, he is mocked by his friends, in an amusing way, when the news comes out that ‘that 
was a nine-day performance.’ 
The reactions from her close friends, when her pregnancy is ended, range from refusal to talk to 
her, and wearing black as a token of protest, to expressing the opinion that pregnancy is not 
something to play games with, and asking questions about abortion. 
All these reactions confirm that ‘being pregnant’, even though it originates in someone’s private 
life, is incorporated into the culture. It is thus made a public affair as well. 
From Art and Words, 2006, 62 

 
Kloom Phii Thoniikaansaeng (Glome Pee) 2006 

Separated from my partner, I am alone. Lonely, deprived of my soul. 
Raising the hands to implore my soul to withdraw., 

Pleading to the priests of the earth. 
Oh, my heart is cold; deprived of all delight. 

Mother earth moans and cries. 
 

When I feel delight, the earth is sad. When I cry, the earth lets me return. 
Oh my heart is in pain; my heart is pining, lamenting. Sweet sorrow. 

Oh such grief. My heart is breaking. 
A hundred thousand pitiful loves slip away. 

 
From Art and Words, 2006, 63 
This video was performed with the musicians Phiphatphong Masiri (Saw Sam Sai), Annop Ruangmanee (viola), 
Natalie Puangsombut (flute), Kamolsak Suwanaganta (Thai flute). 

 
The Insane, 2006 
Text of monologues is too long to include here and is given in Art and Words, 2006, 77-109. 
 
Recollections of Grandma, 2006. 
The New Year was approaching. We agreed to meet each year when Grandma was still alive., to 
take her ‘earth element’ to the gulf. 
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We took her there. It was like a painting. The sea was dark blue. Grandma was wrapped in bright 
red clothes.  She loved it: the brighter it was the happier she appeared. When I put on a white 
dress, she would make a comment. 
‘Why are you dressed so plain?’ 
 
The waves were so strong that the reverend monk said, ‘our buttocks couldn’t stay on the boat 
floor.’ 
                                                 But we managed to take Grandma to the spot. 
                                                                             Deposit the missing part of our lives in the sea 
                                                                                                                     In the cold of winter. 
From Lament, video installation, 2006. from Two Planets, 2012, 29, translator not given. 

 
From Rama 9 Foundation website, 2006/2007, translator not given. [original spacing] 

The air perfumed by death was so sad. Forcing herself, the weak one made the effort to be Giver. She then voiced a melodic 
strain:  

‘Andromeda the maiden of heaven, the one I love more than life, Not seeing your glorious face, deprives the full-moon night of 
its light.’ 

 
The soundless listening of the bodies emanated a perfume named Knowing, which oh, 

emotional fluctuations, disappointment of knaves. Even though they do not know the nature of art, 
 the bodies were ready to join the game to celebrating the emptiness of the Art narrated by dejection and defeat . 

The bodies allow themselves to be covered by brightly coloured drapes knowing perfectly well that it is unbecoming. 
 ‘Death is should be dressed in black,’ a body reflects. ‘But, well, just for tonight.’ Some of the bodies have frangipanis,  

the flower of lament (that the living people would not grow in their gardens), tucked above their ears. Some of the bodies are so 
drawn 

 into the game that they laugh good-naturedly, shaking the liquid in the glass tank that they had to remind one another to be 
careful.  

The floral designs of the drapes, which imitate the curves and mounds of the breast, the torso and the limbs of the chilled forms,  
starts to sing snatches old Thai songs that they recall here and there. And, in order that the celebration doesn't end too soon,  

we mixed several songs into a medley, from Andromeda the Maiden of Heaven to the A Flower Named Ratree,  
back in time to the Tribute to Phra Lor and a melodic verse named... never tiring of verses... nostalgic wishes. 

 Late night wind wafted past, fresher and cooler than in that dank hall. Mist, oh, mist, have you stopped  
breathing? Or has the water ebbed tonight? Then, I shall hurry to bed. Perhaps I might dream 

 of the mist, the errors, and the shame (as a human-being) that lurk within me. 
 

An old chapter and ‘Underwater Fog’, 2007. 
During the two periods of my printmaking (mixed media, sculpture and installation art), both my 
art and my life matched each other and never allowed one to slip or be outdone by the other. 
Each is ‘watching out’ for the other. 
From Lament, why is it poetry rather than awareness, Conversation with death on life’s first street, or even in 
the confrontation with a human’s fate in Great times message: storytellers of the town, one can perceive 
that it was the period of true maturity when one was truly able to come to terms with oneself in 
intensity. Viewed from the perspective of Underwater Fog [2007], the fog that lies under the water 
is vast and deep enough to create a trust in the moment of stillness. 
At this point we may come up with two possible speculations: quietness (like life imprisonment) 
and its opposite, maturity of cultivation, the deepest and most intensive state or underwater fog 
can create the ‘power of imitation (of experience) to the point that the power transcends one’s 
present. 
On the other hand, like any other series of art works, the series finally reaches its end. 
A person’s long process of artistic creation is like all the kinds of weapon which support him in 
confronting something. Or they function like a kind of wrapper that will enclose and bury his 
body-heart so that he won’t feel lonely or insecure. 
In this case, the feeling of instability can somehow occur regardless of his firm and sure hand; 
especially within the enemy himself, ‘his thoughts’ which he has long considered his friend. 
From Araya, Ardel, 2009, no pagination, translated by Somporn Varnado. 

 
Confronting Confrontation, 2007. 
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Extracts: 
My daily life is full of animals. I am currently writing letters to my seven dog ‘kids’. The letters 
will prepare them for confrontations with life. I tell them all about life and why, for example, I 
had to neuter them. Love is hard and sex always follows. 
 
In reality, life and death should not be understood as opposites. People deal with death by trying 
to hide it. They hide death behind ritual or hope to prevent it with medicine. I want people to 
have more imagination and confront reality! This is what my previous work addressed. With In a 
Blur of Desire I am interested in the state of ‘between-ness’, this work is not about death as such. 
 
My videos come out of necessity. I sometimes take photographs but of course there is no sound 
and movement here. You have seen my video titled Death Seminar? Here I conduct a class 
where I teach corpses about various topics. Between writing and art, that is how I develop ideas. 
 
My first published story was written after my grandmother’s funeral. Then I wrote a book titled 
Oriental Woman and another called Lustful Attachment, which was a collection of erotic stories. 
I felt I was at a time in my life when I could approach such subject matter. My third book was I 
am an Artist where I used the masculine ‘pom’ (Thai for ‘I’). I changed roles and felt a little free 
and more aggressive. 
 
I am currently working with traditional sculpture and painting which will be videoed. I want to 
make and film a masterpiece; but a masterpiece for Thai farmers. No-one talks about Thai 
farmer’s values. Here I will use video not to register the so-called real but as a vehicle for 
expressing something like fantasy. 
 
Above from Brian Curtin, ‘Confronting Confrontation: An Interview with Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook’, 
Art.Signal Contemporary Art Magazine, October 2007, at time of In a Blur of Desire, Bangkok: 100 Tonson 
Gallery, February, 2007. 
 

The Two Planets Series, 2008. 
One day in the early morning I was sitting in a large dining room of a hotel set in the capital city 
of a European country. A warm cup of coffee was sitting on the table. I glanced at the white 
snow covering the city streets and the town square. Having enjoyed the city view, I continued 
reading an essay on Asian art. It stated that the improvement of Asian art requires a sharp 
criticism from outside, meaning Europe and elsewhere. 
I reflected upon my life, which is surrounded by two opposite things. One is art which I take 
care as if it’s immortal. The other was present when I moved into the countryside, the natural 
and simple cycle of life and death clearly evident through the lives of the villagers. 
I placed two things together, the world masterpieces and the farmers, the orchardists, in the 
opposite direction to the essay statement. 
from Two Planets, 2012, 54, translator not given. [earlier variant given in Araya, Ardel 2009, no pagination] 
Araya, Ardel 2009, also gives the full texts for each work discussed by the farmers and an interpretive essay 
by Joan Grounds.  

 
The 2008-2011 works are: 
Manet’s Déjeuner sur l’herbe 1862/63 and Thai villagers, 2008, photograph/video 20 minutes. 
Millet’s The Gleaners 1857 and Thai villagers, 2008, photograph/video 20 minutes. 
Van Gogh’s The Midday Sleep 1889/90 and Thai villagers, 2008, photograph/video, 20 minutes. 
Renoir’s Ball at the Moulin de la Galette 1876 and Thai gardeners, 2008, photograph/video, 20 minutes. 
Also included as photographs are: 
Thai villagers and Rembrandt’s The Anatomy Lecture of Dr. Nicholaes Tulp, 2011, photograph 
Thai villagers and Gentileschi’s Judith and Holofernes, 2011, photograph 
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Jeff Koons’ Wolfman at Sunday Market, 2011, photograph. 
Jeff Koons’ Wolfman, at Pakoitai Market, 2011, photograph. 
Village and Elsehwere, Artemisia Getileschi’s Judith beheading Holofernes and Jeff Koon’s Untitled, 2011, 
photograph/single channel video 19.40 minutes. 
Village and Elsehwere, Jeff Koons’ Untitled, Cindy Sherman’s Untitled and Thai Villagers, 2011, 
photograph/single channel video 14.25 minutes. 
Village and Elsewhere, single channel video, 25.30 minutes, 2011 [taken to Japan] 
 

Some unexpected events 
sometimes bring momentary happiness. 

 
Afterwards, regret arises in our memory 

even for bygone hardships. 
 

In reinterpreting old landscape 
We may have to endure repetitions 

of the same old karma. 
 

In the pool of still water, there is a yearning 
for the torrential flow of the big river. 

 
In this circumstance the sole object of 

attention should be the treachery of the moon. 
 

The season’s gone so it’s time to go back. 
The season’s gone yet one cannot return. 

from Araya, Ardel 2009, no pagination 

 
Lead In, 2009 
If what I am going to write about could be an outline or motif which implies something, that 
should be the outcome of experience, both of the message sender and the receiver, either the 
one we can choose, or the one we cannot choose. 
If we could perceive it with feelings instead of with reason, as before, it would be possible that in 
past lives we had sat side by side, or next to each other, to receive the holy water from the same 
source. 
But if what I am writing is but a piece, a fragmented passage, one cannot grasp any theme or 
elements from it. One should wonder why one life that has conti8nued on with such 
determination and necessity becomes so fragmented, so fragile. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Ardel, 2009, n.p. 
 
In this circumstance, the sole object of attention should be the moon, 2009 
One of the reasons for neglecting excess is repetition. As remarked in the first line of the novel 
‘Our existence as we are evolved with time has reproduced ourselves’.  However, our existence 
consists of repeating basic activities again and again, seeing not new paths going and continuing 
on, ranging from daily routine through old songs, dry leaves, sun exposure, start twinkling, to 
annual activities like conferences, sweater in December. What I mean is that repeated perspective 
and value, including splendid scenery when one stands facing the rising or setting sun over the 
horizon, by the sea or over the mountain contour. Each time we go back to the same old reverie 
in which only the place and the companion are changing. 
One is forced to find the beautiful by the weird exit, as in the saying: 
‘To give new meaning to the old views, 
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One may have to face the same old karma.’ 
from Two Planets, 2012, 77, translator not given. 

 
The Two planets, 2011 
The thought behind this work came up at dawn one day while I was sitting in a hotel restaurant 
in one of the European capital cities. Looking out, the road was covered with white snow, a cup 
of coffee on th4 table, a piece of paper in my hands with an article that I haven’t finished reading. 
 
The article by an Asian art academic searches for a roadmap of Asian Culture and for a 
mechanisms to strengthen Asian art networks. The writer urges particularly for the openness to 
sharp criticism from outside Asia. 
 
In the midst of reading that article my brain opted for the contrary. I thought about the image of 
the Asians who are not knowledgeable about art, and of them criticizing European masterpieces. 
 
As a professor in an art university, I can see how students falter when they have to criticize the 
great art work presented in front of them. Somehow their hesitancy and qualms are visible as 
they realize those works are of a greatness which they do not know how to react to. 
 
I moved from the city of Chiang Mai to its suburb. ‘The scene of daily life’ has changed to a 
scene of the fields, varied according to harvesting seasons, sometimes bean field and sometimes 
rice paddy. The main river of the Northern region flows through this village and I often hear 
local people talk in their dialect and laugh so happily together. 
 
My work is about art and I always see artworks’ maintenance with the objective of preserving art 
so it can be forever. I see the way that people value and treasure artworks. Meanwhile, I am in an 
environment where farmers, gardeners, villagers seem to be on the opposite side of the world. 
They live without being valued by society or evaluated in the context of high social status. They 
do not reach a certain standard of living, and sometimes lack even basic necessities to live. Of 
course, they are farthest away from high culture. 
 
My lifestyle is surrounded by two different things. One is art which aims to be forever, and the 
other is life, naturally born, pained and easy of demise. 
 
I brought the two parts together, farmers and gardeners who do not know the value and history 
of the artworks in front of them, so they have the freedom to react 9unlike art students). 
 
Mostly the conversations involve guesses and inquisitive comments about the image before them, 
questioning why it is like that and trying to find answers. The conversations often bring those 
strange images in shiny gold frames into comparison with their own ways of living. 
 
Monet’s risqué nude in a public park, a scene unfamiliar to the viewers, which brought out their 
humour and essential use of slang to replace words that should not be spoken between men and 
women. 
 
Van Gogh’s Midday Sleep provided gambling clues to one fo the old villagers who usually lives by 
seling the vegetables grown in her neighbourhood. The image in a golden frame turns out to be 
sucha scared item that it brings luck to some poor villagers. They tried to match characters that 
look similar and suume that they were siblings in Renoir’s dancing scene. 
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Millet’s farmers might be harvesting onion, the same as what they have grown in the past but 
whose crop could not sell at a good price. Or there could be other things to imagine as well. 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘The Two Planets’, in Village and Elsewhere, 100 Tonson, 2011, 47-49. 
 

Village and Elsewhere, 2011 
We should start somewhere in the previous episode that links to what we are talking about. Or, 
we can pick a place, an incident, a feeling or idea or ourselves to start with. If both episodes deal 
with places, we can use places to start with. Therefore, ‘Village and Elsewhere’ has its beginning. 
 
I lived in a village where the road ran parallel to a stream 
If some days the stream dries up, 
The road might miss its friend on the other side, the paddy field. 
In the morning, 
The young novice would walk drowsily, beating his flat metal gong, 
Reminding the villagers to get ready 
As the monks were coming to receive alms offerings. 
 
Soon afterward the monks would appear, 
The village was filled with friendliness. 
There might yet be some awareness of hierarchy. 
 
On the small road 
The black mama dog did her daily afternoon business. 
Some afternoons we had visitors 
Who had the same goal as the bitch, ‘making a living’. 
 
Evening came. 
Everything was quite by eight p.m. 
The Buddha images in front of the shrine glistened in the light. 
 
A man had just died 
Leaving five dogs behind. 
They refused to eat for several days. 
The star-shaped lantern was lit in front of the house to worship the moon. 
It was a waning moon night. 
 
In the morning, 
A herd of bulls walked behind their leader 
Who led them to the field. 
 
Another day and another day 
Sometimes during the Buddhist Lent, there are many funerals at the 
Same time. 
 
People continue to be born and die. 
The old dog still actively participated in the funeral with the monks. 
 
It joined the procession. 
 
‘A joyful funeral truck’. 
 
All parties participating in a funeral receive merit regardless of their sex.  
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Those who engage in the creation or burial rite will receive the merits of as many as 300 units in measurement. 
 
Those who are ordained into the Buddhist monkhood will be reborn as angels residing in heaven. 
 
Those who attend and sponsor the funeral of his eligible (first) wife are supposed to reap 200 units of merit, and 
9,500 units for attending/sponsoring the funeral rite of his mistress. A truck to transport the coffin of one’s wife 
in a funeral procession could earn him 3,600 units of merit. 
 
Sponsoring and attending the funeral of one’s new lover is believed to earn a great deal of merit. 
 
Sponsoring or attending the funeral of one’s old lover, one is supposed to reap 350 units of merit. 
 
An owner of a funeral truck may have never appeared to look good, but at the cemetery he becomes the most 
handsome. 
 
And watched people presenting the funeral robes,  
And placing the cremation flowers. 
It was the same village mentioned before. 
How could we connect it to other villages? 
How could we look at them from other angles, 
The angles that linked with the outside? 
Like 
The village woman’s mental problem. 
There should be some women in the same condition somewhere. 
 
There should be a space of belief and teaching 
The same such space somewhere far away. 
 
The conversation alternated with the farmer’ laughter. 
Farmers elsewhere would be jolly and merry also. 
 
I began connecting the village with others 
Through the process of art creation. 
 
The story of the monks in the village was told to some monks in a remote place. 
The village monks taught the five precepts through paintings from somewhere. 
The children and elders sat in the Sunday Dharma class. 
The monks said the two paintings violated the third precept 
Kamesumitchachara… 
 
The monk from somewhere revealed his feelings. 
He longed for the past. 
He thought about the good old days when people’s hearts were foiled with religion. 
When no-one talked on the telephone or played games, or were busy sending messages in the 
temple compound. 
All of them were absorbed with the sermon. 
‘Perhaps, there is some hope for the monks, elsewhere,’ they said. 
They ordained the dead body, put clothes on it and gave it a nice name. 
To get the soul ready to be a priest in the next life. 
They put a certificate of ordination inside he clothes of the dead men and women. 
Picture of village farmers sitting in front of a painting. 
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They detected some 500 lottery numbers while looking at a painting by Vincent van Gogh in a 
bean field. 
They found the shoes next to the sleepy farmer in the shape of a zero so they would but some 
lottery tickets with number 500. 
 
A woman farmer saw an elephant and a horse in Millet’s The Gleaners. 
One of them named the pain9tng Nong chin haeng as it looked so dry and she didn’t want to live 
there. 
 

The male and female farmers talked about the naked insane woman in Manet’s Déjeuner sur l’herbe。 

And they thought the people in Renoir’s The Dance had got drunk at a funeral. They couldn’t tell 
the difference between a dog and a man. 
 
They felt the people in Renoir’s work looked alike and that they embraced in public. 
 
The farmers far away sat, and looked at the picture of Thai farmers chatting. 
They said 
The woman in Millet’s work was not looking for insects. Like the Thai farmers thought. 
The nephew of the male farmer, who was also a farmer, said he did not like Renoir’s painting. 
He said it was too crowded. 
The old grandpa said the grass in Millet’s painting was dry grass. 
But the son said it was wheat. 
The old man said it was definitely not rice because it was not in Thailand. 
The son argued that Millet’s pieces and that of the Thai farmers were made in Thailand.  
The old man said that he referred to the fact that Millet’s painting was not about Thailand. 
 
The daughter-in-law said that the scenes video-taped In Thailand were beautiful. 
 
They should take a television set projecting a VDO art piece taped in Thailand and display it in 
their field. 
 
It would be beautiful. 
 
They heard cicadas murmuring from the village in the video. 
 
The woman’s illness was told to others far away. 
 
A middle-aged woman related that her husband had a toothless woman for a wife. 
She had three crippled children. 
She dumped one in a garbage bin, another in a reed cluster and buried the other in the sand. 
Village dos came to dig up the bodies for food. 
There was no way of telling if she imagined had it due to her insanity or if it was a true story. 
 
A young girl told about the mating of two mammoths on the house stairway. 
The hairy one was male. 
The one with long hair was female. 
She filled the garden with her young. 
The dead god’s crow came to the house which was filled with snails and shells. 
Her buffalo gave birth to a calf with golden hair. 
She looked happy and excited whilst telling the story.  
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The sick girl who lived ‘elsewhere’ (actually Tokyo) told her story. 
She left home at the age of 18 to live in the city. 
At home in the country, her family protected her from loneliness. 
Now she was alone in front of a computer day and night. 
When she came out to the real world, she cut herself for a real experience to find out ‘if I still 
exist’. 
The conversation on the Internet when she was 26 said, 
‘You should go to hospital.’ 
‘You should go back home.’ 
She chose to go home and stayed for half a month. 
When she returned to her dorm, loneliness returned. 
The psychologist said: Loneliness has invaded our privacy. 
The firl began to cut herself. 
She was sleepless and sat at the computer with cuts and wounds on her body. 
Before departing, she sang a song to send to people in her village. 
 
The stream in the village still runs. Sometimes full, sometimes shallow. 
 
Even after the day the elephant visited the road intersection where the grocery shop called Khon 
Thai ru plaaw? (Are you Thai?) is located. 
 
The black bitch could not walk anymore. She was too old and sick. 
 
She died at three in the morning. 
 
The old lady, her owner, buried her in the garden. 
 
From Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘Village and Elsewhere’, 100 Tonson, 2011, 56-62, translator not given. 

 

Commentary for Village and Elsewhere: Artemesia Gentileschi’s ‘Judith Beheading 
Holfernes’, Jeff Koons’ ‘Untitled’, and Thai Villagers, 2011 
Look at the eyes of the two women looking at the man. 
One of them doesn’t look at him at all. Presumably this one is his first love. 
We call it the first wife or the major wife. The other a minor wife. 
Now look at the next picture. 
What happens after that; a quarrel, Senselessly. 
When there is sense there is wisdom. When sense flies away, problems arise. 
Dogs don’t bite people with sense. Those with no sense bite along with the dogs. 
But in the picture it is not a dog fight. People fight. 
from Two Planets, 2012, 86, translator not given. 
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Interview: The female artist who loves to satirize and irritate 
First published in Thai in Freeform magazine, February 2007  
Translated by Judha Suwanmongkol, edited by John Clark 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Your work in the exhibition A little more sweet, but not too sour was created a long time 
ago, wasn’t it? 

I received a scholarship from German government to study in Germany from 1988 to 
1990. I remember that I finished this work just before my departure. The illuminating idea 
sprang from my aspiration to create (laughs) a sheer white figure on a cloudy dark background. I 
made it and was extraordinarily fond of the result. I loved the work, so kept it to myself. When 
the curator of this exhibition, Thanavi Chotpradit, went to Chiangmai, she was amazed when she 
opened an antique box. (laughs) It was wooden and mystic-looking, then she said – “Wow! 
There are over a hundred works” (laughs) They were produced while I was in Germany.  I lived 
in solitude, and in no other world only that of prints. From before sunrise, until sunset, into the 
night, or even up to midnight sometimes. I started at 5 o’clock in the morning, and was solely 
focused on printmaking. 
Do you consider yourself a printmaker? 

I studied graphic arts as an undergraduate and got the first scholarship from German 
government to study graphic arts [DAAD Scholarship]. After that, I turned to study sculpture in 
the second scholarship from German government through a political party [Konrad Adenauer 
Stiftung]. I had wanted to study sculpture at Silpakorn, so I went to see my teacher carrying my 
skinny body and pale skin. Then he said: “Araya, you would be better off studying other subjects. 
Study graphic arts, not sculpture.” I put away this comment in my heart. Once I got the second 
scholarship from Germany, I contacted the professor who was teaching sculpture at that time. 
It’s about then that I wanted to magnify my voice far beyond the sound of the 2D and framed 
object. I wanted to make a more dynamic work, to create some mass. It was a great opportunity, 
because the professor then accepted me and I was studied with him for more than a year.  
So you think sculpture speaks louder than graphic arts? 

I got good feedback for my work from art circles since my early making graphic art. In my 
twenty-third year, I created flowers in the meadow: the sweetness of adolescence, of a young 
woman. When I went away from home to Germany, I created the pieces which are currently 
showing. It was copious work, portraying a farewell, a breeze, and a foreign atmosphere with a 
kind of solemnity, sanctity, and silence. The graphic art I made shows my mood or my sensibility, 
rather than discusses other issues. 
Did education in Germany influence your working process, thought, or expression?  

Once I reminisced about my time there, I realised that it had become significant for me. 
Without Germany, I might otherwise have missed a chance to learn about the world outside – I 
had studied a Bachelor’s and Master degrees here, but had never have exposed myself to the 
world. While I was in Germany, I could travel and the government scholarship also supported 
funds for eye-opening journeys, so I grasped this opportunity to explore from city to city. I 
viewed only art. Whenever my university organized a field trip to France or England, we would 
follow a very tough art tour. The schedule started in the morning at museum opening time. We 
were still there around 8 pm, seeing exhibitions and not having any dinner. (laughs) It was very 
intensive learning. (laughs) 
Your early work when you returned from Germany looks nearly a-chromatic – like you 
said, atmospheric. Was it barely colourful there? 

Perhaps. They were various factors. It was far less colourful than it was in my home 
country. Also, there were differences in architecture, fashion, and ambient sound which was 
more silent. It is extremely noisy here [in Thailand]. (laughs) In Germany it was quite peaceful; 
the wall could absorb some noise. If you live in a townhouse or apartment in Thailand, it won’t 
be a sound proof, (laughs) you will hear everything from the other side of the wall. Also the dogs, 
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they were kept on a leash. I hardly heard any dog barking. (laughs) They were well-disciplined. 
By all means, those colourful lives were gone while I was far away from home. The colourful and 
fun environment among Thais, especially among art people who were very playful, eventually 
disappeared. It simply vanished from my life, since I didn’t pretend to be like a European, no, it 
just happened.  
I heard that you studied in a private school, before moved to the College of Fine Arts. 
Did you have any difficulties in adapting yourself? 

I studied at Khemasiri Memorial School, it was a Royal school. (laughs) From a private 
school for girls, to the College of Fine Arts [Chang Silpa, the college stage before going to the 
University of Fine Arts, Silpakorn]. I looked very old-fashioned. The first day of the college, 
while students were carrying tote bags, I showed up with a leather school bag (laughs). Other 
students chuckled and seniors laughed. The fact is that I was from a very strict school, I had 
been trained to bow and curtsy. (laugh) I also had to pray every night. Once I got to the College 
of Fine Arts, other students let themselves off their leash, but I couldn’t be free. I did spend a 
while to adjust myself.  
Have you appreciated art since you were young?  

I liked to ask my babysitter to draw – drawing the mountain, and then the sun, just like a 
child. The picture of two mountains, and the sun rises in the middle, with a coconut palm tree in 
the foreground. (laughs) It was a joyous moment. The babysitter showed me how to draw, and 
then I was allowed to colour in – it was such a bliss.   
How was the time when you studied at Silpakorn? 

Anything goes. For a party, I would stay up until dawn. (laughs) But when it came to 
examination or study, I was serious. Very determined.  
What does it mean to say that your social life was changed in Germany? In which way 
did it change? 

We were always taught that we should never depend on anyone but ourselves. But I never 
really understood that saying before I went to Germany. It was tough. (laughs) Here, I could be 
more or less dependent. In Germany, even if I received the government scholarship which was 
sufficient for my living, and also stayed in student accommodation, the culture was still different. 
The most unfathomable thing was culture. For example, if I worked overtime at the studio, they 
would still lock the door, no compromise. A rule is a rule and applies to everything.  
Did people show their interest in Thai or Asian art and culture?  

They did. Some people tried to dig up “Asian ingredients” from me. This includes the time 
when I showed my work in foreign countries, even recently (in 2005) when I taught dead 
American students in Turin (Italy).  
‘Dead’ American students? 

Decapitated. Students had only heads. (laughs) People there were Catholic, so they didn’t 
allow me to use a corpse. Then I imported American students for The Class 2 and The Class 3, 
which were instructed in English. Once I finished, and went out the classroom, the TV reporter 
asked if the natural white cloth meant something in Thai, Chinese, or Asian culture. So I said 
that it didn’t mean anything, only to cover up the messy classroom. (laughs) It was overcrowded, 
I needed to turn the classroom into something livable. They asked why the number of students 
was six or eight, and did the even number mean something to me. Again I said no, it didn’t mean 
anything. Initially, six students came and after that two more came. I was grateful that more 
interested students attended, but it absolutely had nothing to do with being “Asian.” Once the 
Tsunami hit Thailand, I was solicited again. A journalist from a newspaper culture desk called me, 
then asked how the Tsunami disaster related to my work. So I said that Tsunami ruined my 
imagination about death. It was too obvious; death was no longer charming. 
Many years ago, I interviewed you for the solo exhibition at the National Gallery, 
Bangkok. And I have also read your books. It seems to me that you are engrossed in 
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death, with having the tone of solitude and loneliness. Is this due to your curiosity or 
how did you find it charming? 

From the part of my personal experience as an only child, I went to my mother funeral 
when I was three years old. A few years later, my father got remarried, and then my first younger 
sister died. It was like the moment I wrote in the short story, The Conversation with Death on the 
Pavement to Life, I crossed this road over again and again, and had joined the funeral of relatives 
since the time I was less than six years old. Eventually, it turned into a trauma, deeply got into 
me. I was too young to rationalize this feeling. Once I grew up, and looked back, I was fortunate 
that the trauma was released by writing and creating art… The question is if I don’t justify my 
affection for death by this personal story, what else would be the cause? I believe that human can 
learn more deeply by encountering with misery, or traumatic emotion, than laughter and joy. It is 
the “moment” that teaches us, in order to learn something, either ourselves or the problem, 
which works greater than contentment does. That’s my concept. 
Has this concept affected your real life? Does it dominate in any way of your ordinary 
living? 

It’s such a great intruder. (laughs) The more I am obsessed with this kind of feeling, the 
more I am devoured by the concept of death through my work. I am being devoured, slowly. I 
am indulging in death, yet I still have to keep walking in life. Walking properly, of course, so I 
have to be in control, not to fail myself. At the same time, the charm from the other side attracts 
me, tempts me. Fortunately, this feeling is released into creativity. I am aware that this affection 
could indeed be fatal. (laughs) 
Do the people surrounding you understand you?  

Who are they? What does “the people surrounding” mean? (laughs) I am living with seven 
dogs which I gathered from different places (laughs). The three-legged dog, two-legged dog – 
walking on its front legs, dragging its hind legs along. Until I started asking for the reason I 
helped them to survive, to me, it is kind of struggle working through other lives. And I got a 
reward in the ecstasy of simple pleasure, which is not complicated like that of art or literature. 
Can you imagine? The result art or literature is complex, but the result of helping dogs is 
absolute.  
What is the complex result? 

Art may come together with fame, money, and some other things.  
Don’t you want to have a baby besides raising dogs? 

I absolutely decline. If I allow natural instinct leads me to the way society expects, I would 
need more – to get more money. I would thus work hard on producing art and writing in order 
to achieve that goal. I would reach the point that my work has become commodified, and seek 
for a position where my work was valuable in the art market. But the work of art as a production 
of creativity would be devalued. 
Sounds like you have already made decision that art is essential for your life. 

It’s a matter of choice, it might change some day.  I started to question whether it is really 
important. However, once I’ve chosen, I ought to focus on it, and value it.  
How do you see yourself as a “teacher”? 

One reason is to make a living. The other side is I think that this job could develop people. 
After many years of teaching, have you succeeded in developing students?   

(Laughs) It also depends on the students. If they aim to learn, they will get something. If 
they are unconcerned, thinking that life is greater than art, that’s their business. 
Do you consider yourself a good teacher?  

Pretty sure, I am. 
You once dressed like a pregnant woman to teach – what happened? 

(Laughs loudly) I got a further German scholarship in 2003 for a long period of time, but 
home-sickness made me ask them to live there only for a short while – around two months. One 
day, while I was watching Arte, the French TV programme, I suddenly got to the question of 
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being a Thai woman. Why can’t we laugh about this kind of issue? Being a Thai woman means to 
have a high responsibility. For example, with motherhood, the society will inspect whether you 
behave properly, or whether you are under the shadow of tradition, and also the weight of 
economic constraints. So why don’t we make fun of it? Then I reversed the role playfully – not 
to be serious, but the result became even more serious. (laughs) After landing, I wore a 
maternity dress which looked ambiguous and unusual, as I had requested to the 
student who made this dress. When people found that they were tricked, it turned out to 
be a big issue.  
Was wearing the dress considered to be an art performance?  

Yes. I wore it to teach in Chiangmai University.  
How was the reaction from people there? 

There were varied reactions from colleagues. Most men were stunned and silent, only one 
guy asked how many months had I been pregnant. I didn’t want to lie, so I said…not many 
months (laughs) So he got confused by the vague answer. The women were very grateful. They 
congratulated me, jumped around, and seemed so proud. Each gender reacted differently. Once 
they found out the truth, the women felt the most pain. The more they had enjoyed the idea, the 
more they got hurt.  
Was the performance against university rules and were you complained about? 

Not at all, the old generation has passed on. (laughs loudly) But people gossiped a lot, after 
some time had passed.  
Which time had passed? ….The time to give birth?  

No no (laughs) I meant the time of performance has already passed for a long while. The 
senior artist, Saravuth Duangchampa, went to Chiangmai, while he was drinking with other guys 
under the Sandalwood tree, then he suddenly yelled: “Good news. Araya is pregnant!” They all 
chuckled happily. As my position had been against the idea of pregnancy, thus playing as a 
pregnant woman implied that I had been defeated by my natural instincts. After the truth was 
unveiled that the pregnancy was a performance, Ajarn Saravuth mocked back. [Ajarn=teacher] 
The effect had lasted a year. When I visited Ajarn Pisanu Supanimit in Bangkok, he asked if I 
was doing well. (laughs)  That moment, I was puzzled as I had completely forgotten, until he 
reminded me of the news about my pregnancy last year.  It was such a long story (laughs)  
How did you handle with the feeling of disappointment from people who might feel 
“pained”?  

I apologized to them. The day I unveiled the truth, I bought roses for people in the 
Faculty of Fine Arts. (smiles)  
Didn’t they think you are eccentric? Did anyone say such a thing?  

Probably. The story became even more complex. When I showed my video work at the 
gallery, I was performing pregnant, and teaching students. Thai Post newspaper published my 
photo, after which my relative, whom I hadn’t met for ages, read the newspaper. Then she 
immediately called the other relative in Chanthaburi with some concern of my physical safety for 
having baby, she got the answer that I was perfectly well, having no baby. This incident just 
happened after I exhibited my work in Bangkok. (laughs)  
Would this performance be more acceptable in Western countries? Are they more open-
minded?  

Ah! The other day, one Western curator visited me, she said that this performance could 
be controversial in the West as well. It concerns a human being, so it’s delicate. Though, I am 
not sure if human beings are really so delicate, or we are merely made to think we are.    
Do you actually provide any explanation or find reason for what you are doing in art? 

Not at all. There is only the signal of passion that erupts, so I must go on. Once my work 
gets done, however, I can rationalise or analyse it. 
The style of your work is similar to conceptual art. Do you consider your work 
conceptual?  
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My work could be mentally provocative and I couldn’t help asking why I did that. But the 
reaction, for example, in Ajarn Saravuth, just assures me that this is the reason I make art.  
Did you aim to be controversial with this issue? 

Absolutely not. I propose the idea. I have a method. Then I let thing happen.  
Going back to the time in Silpakorn, where you were not allowed to study sculpture. 
When you went abroad, you could do sculpture or you didn’t really practice it?  

They allowed me to do it. I worked on it myself. 
Could you really make it? Sculpture can be very heavy. 

There was the time I was very energetic. I must do it, so I spent the energy. (laughs) At the 
exuberant moment, when I was working hard, I hired a container (laughs) to take the work to 
Bangkok. There was one exhibition that I worked on without noticing the passage of time, some 
students helped me out. In the morning, all the works had to be divided into two containers – 
the first one was sent back to Chiang Mai [in Northern Thailand], the other one would be kept in 
Chanthaburi [at her aunt’s home in Southeastern Thailand], because I didn’t have enough space 
in Chiang Mai. I remembered that I drove following the container to Chanthaburi until dark, and 
moved stuff out at night. Then I headed back to Bangkok very late at night, waited for the 
sunrise, and then I drove behind the other container back to Chiangmai. (laughs loudly). I could 
do all those things when I was strong. But I don’t think I would be able to do it anymore.   
Do you work by yourself for an entire process? 

If I can do any technique my own, I will. But if there is a moment when I ought to ask for 
someone’s help, I won’t hesitate to do so. 
Do you think artists should proceed with their own work in its entirety? As the definition 
of art has become very broad, some people say that a street vendor chef could be also an 
artist.  

There was a time when art was about craftsmanship, and it might have been essential for 
them to complete the work. For example, to do painting depends a lot on craft. But these days, 
we need a team to make a VDO art work– one for the monitor, another for directing, and also a 
photographer, while I am performing in the scene. It’s reasonable to rely on other people as a 
team.  
I notice that your work is more concerned about femininity, what is your perception of 
sexual difference? 

Oh!... Yes! There was a performance which I was dressing up female corpses. Dr. Sayan 
Daengklom wrote that the performance conveyed a sense of caring, but for me, it was actually 
satirical to women. (laughs) It was about how women come up to do something useless and 
nonsensical; also, the society often shaped women to think like that. So I reversed the social 
value – instead of protecting the rights of women, I’d rather make a satire out of it. However, it 
was also the moment of friendship between me and these female corpses – I fabled and sang 
with the dead like a mad woman. By this process, I cut through the myth of the creator, the artist 
as a genius, or anyone who will manifest the virtue, the beauty, and the truth. I turned it upside 
down – to be something completely opposite the concept of the great man. 
Talking about your work titled: Why Is It Poetry Rather Than Awareness? Was it from 
your personal experience?  

It could be seen as an anti-rationalisation, and sounded a bit sentimental. I was against the 
superior position of artists, but for the humanistic character. And artists don’t have to provoke 
everything. So I said: there is no awareness, but only poetry.  
How did your home environment shape you as a writer?  

My grandfather is Khun. (the fifth title rank in various nobility systems of the old Siam) He 
had books like, The Conqueror of Ten Directions, Phio Khaw Phio Lhueng, Huang Mahannop on in his 
shelves. I was an only child, so my father asked me to summarise Kukrit’s articles in Siam Rath 
newspaper. 
Since when? 
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Since primary school. My father went jogging, while his kid was summarising the ideas 
from Kukrit Pramoj. It was a weekly practice. 
Were you a serious girl?  

(laugh) No no. I was naughty. I did swimming, rowing, and other things like any provincial 
girl who lives in nature, and seeks for something special from it. 
Does this practice influence your thought?  

We need to know how to see. I won’t be judgmental, the thing is always complex.  
Your work always discusses about the female. What about males? Aren’t you interested 
in them? 

(Ponders–laughs) I just finished a piece of writing which will be sent to the editor 
tomorrow, it’s about a male dog. The way I raised him was pretty unfair to him, so I feel guilty. I 
should raise him as a man, but he is actually a boy. (laugh) He might think that I am biased, 
taking care of female dogs in a much better way. The words “man” and “boy” are interrelated, 
somewhat satirically. (laughs) Marguerite Duras said that she liked having a man at home; a 
man who likes speed, cars, fishing, shooting, it comforts her feeling. But when a man is sleeping, 
he looks as if he is a boy.  
What about you? Don’t you like that way? 

Occasionally. (laughs) Sometimes its desirable, sometimes not.  
You often talked about death, so have you ever imagined your own death? 

I have already got my grave. (laughs) A beautiful grave in the garden, with other twelve 
graves for dogs. Each is uniquely well-designed, with fragrant flowers – all has been prepared. I 
think a funeral is too extravagant, not pure, so I told the housemaid that if I die, just wrap me up 
with the white bed sheet, and invite a neighbour to bury me. Just keep it simple.  
No monks, no funeral, nothing… Have you already prepared a will? 

Yes, I have. (laughs) 
Are you afraid of death? 

I am afraid that if I die, my dogs would be abandoned.  
Why twelve graves for dogs while there are only seven dogs? 

Because I would probably have more dogs in the future.  
Do you collect art at home? 

Not at all. My wall is entirely clean. 
Are any of your dogs artistic or understand art? 

(laughs) Oh! Some of them love the night and silence. (laughs) They were probably artists 
in their past lives, so they have declined to be artists again. (laughs) One dog saw the sculpture of 
Colonel Sanders (KFC), and thought he was real, or she saw the sculpture of wooden tiger with 
crystal eyes, then she barked. She has a strong reaction to sculpture. (laughs) Again when I took 
the same dog to the small animal hospital for an injection, while the staff were holding her still, 
she saw the picture of a cat, and thought it was real. This dog is an artist indeed. (laughs) Only 
this one. She has been with me the longest, so she probably absorbed something from me. 
(laughs) 
Some say that a dog owner tends to be… 

Authoritarian. (laughs) Since I was young, I had dogs more than cats at home, so… 
probably. (laughs) But I can’t tell, other people will reflect myself.  
Do you like to control? You didn’t mention humans, but only dogs which are fed and in 
command.  

I am also controlling the interviewer. (laughs) Dogs, they actually control us, they use us.  
In your short story, Kuen Sin Klin Kamarot, a man wanted to marry, but a woman didn’t 
want to. It sounds like you already have your own answer, no one can change. 

We can build a relationship, but no chains. 
Could they accept that? 
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Most of them were gone. (laughs) Because it’s unusual. It’s against the norm. I also live in 
solitude, if I ask someone to be with me, he might be afraid that his life wouldn’t be normal. If 
he is not strong enough, he will leave.  
Don’t you ever long for someone who will be with you forever, to be together until die?  

Ummm… I don’t think a relationship will last forever.   
Don’t you have any ordinary feelings which makes you feel happy, sad, lonely, or in love? 
How can you eliminate these feelings from your heart when they can be very powerful to 
a human being? 

These feelings are…passion. One day, while I was in Switzerland, I went to the French old 
church in the evening. The moment I went out from the back door, I was suddenly in front of a 
meandering, beautiful forest. I felt as if I was integrated. I got back to the hotel very late at night, 
turned on the TV, watched the movie, Doctor Zhivago, and then I cried. It’s like I am falling 
deeper in this way, so other mundane feelings are far less important to me. 
Do you like watching films? Any new movie you have seen in the cinema? 

I don’t go to cinema these days. I watch UBC at home [Urban Broadcasting Company, a 
US’ cable TV].  
What about music? Do you have a favourite style? 

Very mixed. My students recorded the music of a Russian violinist with native lyrics which 
amazed me. (laughs) In Helsinki, I listened to classical music about the lake city. But with Thai 
music, I can’t bear listening to Thai pop music. I prefer traditional songs, like Lao Duang Duen, or 
the old songs from my father’s generation, like Suntharaporn. These songs were written in a 
beautiful language, showing the mood of the language. I think it’s what part of my generation 
like. 
Do you listen to any music while you are writing or doing art? 

I sometimes do, sometimes don’t. I turn on piano music for my dogs (laughs), so they will 
be lulled by the lullabies. Sometimes, I listen to a song when I write since it can give me a rhythm. 
My house is in the middle of the rice field, very silent – only the sound of birds, of frogs in the 
rainy season, no car, no neighbours…  
After you pass away, don’t you think of turning your house into a posthumous museum 
which collects your work and is open to the public? 

I never think that way about art. But I would like to turn my house into a sanctuary for 
stray dogs. I feel that a foundation [for them] would be more beneficial.   
What are you planning to do with your work after your death?   

Many of the works have already been eaten by termites. They are kept in the garden in 
Chanthaburi (laughs), and my aunt is too old to take care of them all. I think the body is 
impermanent, so I’d rather accept the truth of impermanence. 
You don’t mind if it would be gone or destroyed?  

Apparently. I am not worried about that. 
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Chronology of Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook 
 
1957 July 26, born in Province of Trad in Southeastern Thailand, near Cambodia. Her father was 

a doctor. 
1960 November, mother died after the forced delivery of her sibling who also died eight days 

later. Araya was aged three.  In childhood her father trained her to write daily summaries 
of the news in the newspaper Siam Rath. This has affected her writing technique but also 
the need to report to herself where talking or writing could serve as an outlet for 
overwhelming emotion. 

1963 Her father having re-married, Araya’s infant sibling with her step-mother died when she 
was aged six. 

1971 went to a girls-only boarding school. 
1974 commenced study of art at Chang Silpa College of Fine Art, Bangkok [an art technical 

college]. 
1976 did first intaglio prints. 
1976 graduated from Chang Silpa College of Fine Art, entered Silpakorn [Fine Arts] University. 
1980 BFA in Graphic Art, Silpakorn University, Bangkok.  
Teachers were Kanya Charoensukul (her only woman teacher), Chalood Nimsamer, Pisanu 

Suphanimit, Thuan Thirapichit, Pichay Kulsuthol. Student peers included Thavorn Ko-
Udomvit (later owner of Ardel Gallery where she showed in 2009 & 2012). In 2013, Araya 
was still in fairly regular email conversation with Chalood and Pisanu. 

1980 won Gold Medal (Graphic Arts) at 26th National Exhibition of Art. 
1981 first international exhibition at 14th International Biennale of Graphic Art, Ljubjana. 
1981-87 Araya was an Art instructor at Chang Silpa College of Fine Art. 
1983 Apinan Poshyananda began to experiment with video, inspired by Nam June Paik (who he 

later interviewed in New York). He used floating images of Mona Lisa shot with 
reflections of moving water in his Bangkok swimming pool photographed on a family 
VHS video camera.  

1984 Araya was a participant in JAICA culture seminar programme in Japan. 
1984 Kamol Phaosawasdi returns from studying at Otis/Parsons Institute in Los Angeles, he had 

visited the studio of Bruce Naumann in USA. 
1985 Apinan Poshyananda shows his video work How to Explain Art to a Bangkok Cock at Bhirasri 

Institute of Art, the first exhibition in Thailand of video art, to which he also invited 
Kamol Phaosavasdi who made a performance art piece with live chicks. 

1986 Araya gains a MFA in Graphic Art, Silpakorn University, Bangkok. Supervisor was Pisanu 
Supanimit. 

1987 August, grandmother died. She had been Araya’s mother-figure for seventeen years. Later 
in Germany Araya wrote a posthumous letter to her in Thai which was subsequently 
published. 
Apinan Poshyananda shows Blue Laughter at The National Gallery of Art, a mixed media 
installation with TV screens. 

1987 Araya’s first solo exhibition.  
1987 until present, Araya is Lecturer, later Associate Professor in Faculty of Fine Arts, 

Chiangmai University. 
1988 Malte Sartorius from Braunschweig teaches an etching workshop at Silpakorn in Bangkok 

but Araya not present. Surasi Kulsolwong did take part and later gained a DAAD 
scholarship to study with Sartorius. 

1988-1990 Deutsche Akademischer Austausch Dienst scholar at Hochschule für Bildende 
Künste, Braunschweig studying under Professors Malte Sartorius and Karl-Christoph 
Schulz. She read articles in Der Spiegel on migrant workers which she translated and 
published in Thai. Araya became more aware of Thai women working in Germany as 
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housewives, in restaurants, massage parlours, and in prostitution, and wrote her own 
articles in a Thai women’s magazine on their problems.  

1989 Amrit Chusuwan gains the Certificate of the Academy of Fine Art, Krakow (Akademia 
Sztuk Piêknych w Krakowie im. Jana Matejki), where he regularly visited the studio of 
Tadeusz Kantor (1915-1990) who encouraged his exploration of video art. 

1990 Araya gained an M.F.A. in Graphic Art, Hochschule für Bildende Künste, Braunschweig, 
where a technician informed her that she had nothing to learn about printing technique.  
On graduation she returned to Thailand. 

1990-mid 1993 teaching in Chiang Mai. [?]On return to Chiang Mai found print-making facilities 
crowded with students. Wanted to work away from the constraints of her practice in which 
she had continued for fourteen years. 

1990 Rainer Wittenborn conducts important Art and Environment workshop at Goethe Institut, 
followed by exhibition in 1991 of participating artists’ works. Participants included 
Montien Boonma, Chatchai Puipia, Pinaree Sanpitak, Jakapan Vilasineekul (studies at 
ZKM Karlsruhe from 1990-1994), Surasri Kulsowong, Taiwichit Puengkasemsomboon. 
These workshops continued in 1995 under Niklaus Lang and the fourth was held in 1999. 

1991 Joseph Beuys video works shown at Goethe Institut, and Christoph Janetzko conducted 
workshops of 16mm and experimental film making. This saw the first media artists’ group 
formed, leading to the 1st Bangkok Experimental Film Festival in 1997. 

1992 Montien Boonma selected by Goethe Institut to participate in its Brazil International Art 
Workshop in the Amazon rainforest. This resultrd in his Arte Amazonas shown at the 
Goethe Institut in Bangkok.  

1992 November- February 1993, 1st  Chiang Mai social installation project appears as Temple and 
Cemetery Project. 

1993 Ulrike Rosenbach held a performance art and video workshop at Goethe Institut. 
September to December, Araya exhibited the installation works Three Boxes of Men and their 

reflections and Girl says, ‘There is always the night time’ at 1st APT Brisbane. 
1993-94 Konrad Adenauer Stiftung Scholar, Meisterschülerin, Hochschule für Bildende Künste, 

Braunschweig. Studied with the distinguished conceptual sculptor Heinz-Günther Prager 
(Professor of sculpture 1983-2010). Araya took up sculpture because she was dis-satisfied 
with conservatism of print-making in Thailand, wanted to experiment with something new, 
and had earlier not been accepted by a Thai sculpture department.  

1994 January, Araya’s installation A dinner with cancer, I (1993), (room-installation) shown at 
National Gallery, Bangkok. A dinner with cancer II [installation], various arrangements.  

1994 Her father died.  
1994 November to February 1995, 2nd Chiang Mail social installation project. 
1995-1996 Araya was teaching in Chiang Mai. 
1994 November- February 1996, 3rd Chiang Mai social installation project. 
1996 Sculptor and installation artist Somboon Hormthienthong returns to live in Northern 

Thailand after twenty-three years in Germany, mostly in München. 
1996 Kamol Phaosawasdi, Chulalongkorn University, exhibits an environmental video 

installation he had previously made and exhibited in Japan, Mode of Moral Being. This was 
later shown by Apinan at Traditonsd/ Tensions in New York. 

1996 and thereafter, Araya develops a parallel reputation as a writer, becomes friendly with a 
female writer of romantic, women’s erotic novels, Sireemon Unnahathup. Among other 
writings including newspaper articles, Araya publishes Phuying tawan ook, [Woman of the 
East] (1996), Kuen sin klin kamarot, [The night and the scent of desire] (1999), Thuk haeng 
prathana [Lament of desire] (1999), Phom pen sinlapin, [I am an artist] (2005), and Wan pay 
may ruang, [The day the leaves fall] (2008). 

1997 Reading to Corpses, Araya’s first video work, also called The Pond. After long conversations 
with physicians, Araya had originally thought of doing the work via photography but was 
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perplexed by issues of duration and sound which could be solved by using video. She was 
also influenced by the needs of professional teaching and writing which had an impact on 
the language she used by reading poetry to corpses floating in formaldehyde filled tanks. 

1998 exhibits Reading for Female Corpses, 1998, Reading for Male and Female Corpses, 1998, Reading for 
Female Corpse, 1989, all VCR projections with installation at [ArtPace], San Antonio. 

2003 Made short three-months’ research trip to Germany, again supported by DAAD. On return 
Araya walks around her university campus pretending to be pregnant and records on video 
the performance and her colleagues’ reaction as The nine-day pregnancy of a single middle-aged 
Associate Professor. 

2005 The Walk shows Araya walking between sheet-covered corpses. Earlier pieces with readings 
to corpses and re-edited as The Class were shown at the Thai Pavilion in the Venice 
Biennale, a joint exhibition with the work of the late Montien Boonma. 

2006 Thematizes her life with dogs in Faeces, Life, Love, Lust video installation.  
Uses actual slaughterhouse imagery in In a blur of desire, pig, video installation. 

2006 The Insane multi-channel video installation includes eleven on-camera interviews with 
female mental patients whose visual presence is blurred. 

2007 From message to media, exhibition at Bangkok University Gallery, first systematic examination 
of Thai video art.  

2007 At Thai Pavilion in the Venice Biennale, Amrit Chusuwan in Being Sand uses projected 
video images of man and a dog walking on a beach, with a sand box through which 
visitors stepped barefoot. An external CCTV image was also projected inside, but it was 
only visible on leaving. 

2007-2008 The Two Planets includes four views of Western early modern masterpieces in Thai 
rural settings with recorded spontaneous comments by onlooking Thai farmers. Parallel 
narrative video Village & Elsewhere shows Thai rural scenes including an elephant and a 
funeral through a dog’s perspective which include The Two Planets projected to Japanese 
farmers. 

2008 Michael Shaowanasai’s Our Lady of the Low Countries, video explores ritualized admiration in 
the public sphere for an apparently high–society Thai woman whom he performs. 

2010 Apichatpong Weerasethakul wins Palme d’Or at Cannes Film Festival for his film Uncle 
Boonmee who can recall his past lives (2009), the first Thai film to win this recognition. 

2011 An extension of The Two Planets displays reproductions of Artemisia Gentileschi’s Judith 
Beheading Holofernes and Jeff Koon’s Untitled in a Thai temple in front of which, facing 
camera, a monk delivers a moral commentary to Thai villagers, and the artist with her dog, 
whose back is to the camera. Araya had overcome earlier sadness at loss, and achieved a 
distanced humour in her commentaries on what it is to be human and to be a Thai woman. 

2012 Documenta 13 at Kassel includes Village and Elsewhere: In this circumstance the sole object of 
attention should be the treachery of the moon. Araya lived for three weeks in a temporary wooden 
cottage with a high fence in Karlsaue Park accompanied by her dog which she had brought 
from Thailand. A T.V. monitor in a window showed videos of stray dogs in Thailand 
being fed and cared for.  

2012 The Treachery of the Moon (2012) overlays images from Thai T.V. soap operas with news 
reports of political conflict, shown on a screen inside the video before which the artist sits 
with her dogs watching and with her back to the viewer. 

 
Solo Exhibitions 
[These exhibition catalogues frequently include texts by Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, many with 

full or partial translations into English]  
1987 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Small Graphic, Bangkok: Goethe Institut. 
1987 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Graphic Notes, Bangkok: National Gallery. 
1990 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Printmaking, Hannover: Vereins und Westbank. 
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1990 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Printmaking, Gifhorn: Atelier Forsthaus. 
1991 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Drawing, Gifhorn: Atelier Forsthaus. 
1992 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Ruang law nay hong /Stories in a room, Bangkok: National Gallery 

[text by Joan Grounds]. 
1994 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Nam may ning / Water is never still, [works 1992-1993] Bangkok: 

The National Gallery. 
1995 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lustful attachment, Bangkok: National Gallery. 
1998 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament of Desire, 98.4, San Antonio: [ArtPace]. 
1999 Araya Radjarmrearnsook, Thuuk haeng Prathana / Lament, past-1999, Chiangmai: Faculty of 

Fine Art Gallery, Chiangmai University, 1999. 
2000 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, At Nightfall Candles are Lighted, Bangkok: Chulalongkorn 

University Art Gallery. 
2002 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: Why is it poetry rather than awareness? Bangkok: National Gallery. 
2003 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Lament, Stockholm: Tensta Konsthall. 
2006 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: Great Times Message: Storytellers of the Town, Bangkok: 100 Tonson 

Gallery. 
2006 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: Sinlapa kap thoi khwam /Art and Words, [Conversation with Death on 

Life’s First Street, Great Tines message: Storytellers of the Town, The female artist and the insane] 
Bangkok: Matichon. 

2007 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, In a blur of desire, Bangkok: 100 Tonson Gallery. 
2009 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: In the circumstances the sole object of attention should be the treachery of the 

moon, Bangkok: Ardel Gallery. 
2011 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Village and Elsewhere, Bangkok: 100 Tonson and London: Gimpel 

Fils. 
2012 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, The Two Planets, New York: Tyler Rollins Fine Art & Bangkok: 

Ardel Gallery of Modern Art. 
 
Group exhibitions in Thailand and Overseas 
1980 26th National Exhibition of Art, Gold Medal (Graphic Arts) 

Contemporary Art Competition, Award Winner. 
Thai Graphic Art, Bangkok: Alliance Française 

1981 14th International Biennale of Graphic Art, Ljubjana. 
3rd International Print Biennial, Seoul. 
ASEAN exhibition of Painting, Graphic Art and Photography 
Lunthom Group Exhibition, Bangkok: Oriental Plaza. 
4th TISCO exhibition, Bangkok. 

1982 28th National Exhibition of Art, Silver Medal (Graphic Arts) 
Art since 1932, Thammasat University. 
Bangkok Bicentennial Exhibition, University of Rochester, NewYork 

1983 Contemporary Graphic Art of Thailand, Nürnberg. 
ASEAN exhibition of Painting, Graphic Art and Photography 

1984 30th National Exhibition of Art, Silver Medal (Graphic Arts) 
8th Bua Lang Painting Competition. 
Paper work group, Silpakorn University. 

1985 31st National Exhibition of Art, Silver Medal (Graphic Arts) 
15th International Biennale of Graphic Art, Ljubljana. 
5th International Print Biennial, Seoul. 
International Print Biennial, Taipei. 
2nd Asian Art Show, Fukuoka 

1986 Contemporary Graphic Art of Thailand, Mannheim & Heidelberg. 
International Print Biennial, Cracow 
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International Print Exhibition, Katowice. 
’86 Seoul Contemporary Asia Art Show. 
Contemporary Drawing, Silpakorn University. 
5th TISCO Art Exhibition, Bangkok. 

1987 33rd National Exhibition of Art, Bronze Medal (Graphic Srtd) 
Contemporary Art Competition, Award Winner 
4th Masterpiece Exhibition 
Contemporary Graphic Art Exhibition 
Thai women artists, Amarin Art Gallery, Bangkok. 

1990 Contemporary Art Competition, Award Winner 
Class of Professor Sartorius Exhibition, Braunschweig, Hochschule für Bildende Künste.  
Culture and Destruction in Southeast Asia, Nürnberg. 
International Exhibition of Graphic Art, Frechen. 
Art from Germany and Thailand, [with K.D. Kerwitz] Osterode 

1992 2nd International Women’s Art Exhibition, Bangkok. 
A decade of printmaking, Contempus Art Centre, Bangkok 
Through her eyes, Dialogue Gallery, Bangkok. 
Thai Contemporary Art, Bangkok: National Bank. 

1993 Art and Environment I, Bangkok: National Gallery. 
1st Asia Pacific Triennale, Brisbane. 
20th International Biennial of Graphic Art, Ljubljana 

1994  
1995 1st Johannesburg Biennial. 

Visions of Happiness, Tokyo: ASEAN Centre [curated by Shimizu Toshio] 
Art and Environment II, Bangkok: National Gallery. 
Thai Tensions, Bangkok: Chulalongkorn University.  

1996 10th Biennale of Sydney (curated by Dr. Lynne Cooke). 
Traditions Tensions, New York: Asia Society. [curated by Apinan Poshyananda] 

1997 Deserted and Embraced, Chiangmai: Railway Hotel; Bangkok: Goethe Institut 
1998 Deserted and Embraced Revisited, Bangkok: Goethe Institut. 
1999 Lament of Desire (collaboration with Elison) Fremantle. 
2000 Glocal Scents of Thailand, Sollentuna: Edsvik Art Museum. [curated by Apinan Poshyananda] 
2001 Ars 01 Unfolding Perspectives, Helsinki: Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma. 
2002 Small World, Silpakorn University Art Gallery. 

EV + A, Limerick. 
2003 Istanbul Biennial, Videos Works, Diyarbakir and Batman, Turkey 

Parallel Time, Hangzhou. 
Poetic Justice, 8th International Istanbul Biennial, Turkey. 
Time after time, San Francisco: Yerba Buena Centre for the Arts. 
Subverted Boundaries, Singapore: Sculpture Square. 

2004 54th Carnegie International, Pittsburg.  
Seni-Insomnia 48, Singapore: The Art House.  

2005 Insomnia, Institute of Contemporary Arts, London. 
Montien Boonma, Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Those dying wishing to stay, those living preparing to 
leave, Venice Biennale and Bangkok: Office of Contemporary Art & Culture. 
The Pantagruel Syndrome, Turin: Castello di Rivoli, 2005 

2006 Taipei Biennale, Taipei, Taiwan 
6th Gwangju Biennale, Gwangju. 
Little more sweet, not too sour, [Louise Bourgeois, Kusama Yayoi, Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, 
Pinaree Sanpitak, curated by Thanavi Chotpradit) at 100 Tonson.  

2007 Gwangju Biennale, Gwangju, Korea.  
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Thermocline of Art. Asian New Waves, Karlsruhe: Zentrum für Kunst und Medientechnologie. 
Wind from the East- Perspectives on Asian Contemporary Art, Helsinki: Museum of 
Contemporary Art Kiasma. 

2008 Dreaming/Sleeping, Paris: Passage de Retz Gallery. 
2009 7th Vladivostok International Film Festival of Asian-Pacific countries “Pacific Meridian”. 

The Quick and the Dead: Rites of Passage in Art, Spirit and Life, Sydney: Ivan Dougherty Gallery, 
CoFA [curated by David Elliott] 

2010 17th Biennale of Sydney. 
5th Video Art Biennale, Tel Aviv: The Center for Contemporary Art. 
1st Ural Industrial Biennial of Contemporary Art, Ekaterinburg: National Center for 

Contemporary Art.  
2011 The Global Contemporary, art worlds after 1989, Karlsruhe: Zentrum für Kunst und 

Medientechnologie. 
OK. Video FLESH, 5th Jakarta Video International Festival. 
MDE 11: Teaching and learning: places of knowledge and learning in art, Medellin 
TRA – Edge of Becoming, Venezia: Palazzo Fortuny. 
Kaza Ana/Air Hole, another form of conceptualism from Asia, Osaka: National Museum of Art. 
On the Agenda of Art, Tokyo: Tokyo Wonder Site. 
Speech Objects, Blois: Musée de l’Objet. 
Roving Eye, Kristiansund: SKMU Sørlandets Kunstmuseum.  
Changwon Asian Art Festival, Gyeongnam. 

2012 Documenta 13, Kassel (artistic director, Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev). 
Phantoms of Asia: Contemporary Awakens the Past, San Francisco: Asian Art Museum. 
3rd Meditations Biennale, Poznan. 

2013 No Country: Contemporary Art for South and Southeast Asia, New York: Guggenheim Museum 
& Hong Kong: Asia Society (curated by June Yap). 
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A Bibliography of Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook 
(Following Thai common practice, Thai names are given in first name-surname sequence, and other names are given 
surname first.  Where a text is in Thai the Buddhist Era [B.E.] publication date is given first and the Common Era 
date is generated by subtracting 543. Araya’s English texts mostly do not give the translator’s name). 

 
Writings by Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook 
1994 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘Problems of Women Artists’, Artlink, Vol. 13, No.3&4, 

November-March 1993/94. 
1994 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Nam may ning / Water is never still, 1994 [to accompany Dinner with 

Cancer], in catalogue. 
1996 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Phuying tawan ook, [Woman of the East] Krungthep: Sam Si, 2489 

(1996). 
1999 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Kuen sin klin kamarot, [The night and the scent of desire] 

Krungthep: Sam Si, 2492 (1999). 
1999 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Thuk haeng prathana [Lament of Desire], Krungthep: Amarin, BE 

2492 (1999). 
2000 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘The end of the Chiang Mai Social Installation’, Artlink, Vol. 20, 

No. 2, July 2000. 
2000 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘Artistic Waves’, in Thai Artists and ‘The Goethe’: 40 ears of cultural 

interaction, Bangkok: White Lotus, 52-53. 
2001 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘Interview with Kamol Phaosavasdi, by email and fax, 15-30 

March 2001’, in Gritthiya Gaweewong, Dilemma: Kamol Phaosavasdi, [Bilingual] Bangkok: 
Project 304, 2001, 39-48. 

2002 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Thamai thueng mi rot kawi thaen khwam ru than? [Why is it poetry 
rather than awareness], Krungthep: Amarin, BE 2495 (2002). 

2004 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘Sangkhom suan tua’, [My own private world], Matichon sud sapda, 
January 23-29, 2497 (2004), p.67-68. 

2005 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Phom pen sinlapin, [I am an artist] Krungthep: Matichon, BE 2498 
(2005). 

2006 ‘The Insane’ text from Great Times Message: Storytellers of the Town, in catalogue, 2006. 
2006 ‘Conversation with Death on Life’s first street’ & ‘The Class I-III’ from Great Times Message: 

Storytellers of the Town, in catalogue, 2006. 
2008 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Wan pay may ruang, [The day the leaves fall] Krungtheep: 

freeform, 2551 (2008) [including ‘A woman who has fallen in love with death’, An 
interview conversation between Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook and the freeform magazine 
working group of February 2550 (2007)]. 

2009 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Praten Thatsanasin, sangsarn phikhro poripot laaylak ‘sinlapa’, (Issues 
in the Visual Arts, creativity and critique in the context of the discursive form of ‘art’, 
2008-2009) Khrungtheep: Samnakphim Kham Samay, 2552 (2009) 

2011 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, ‘Village and Elswhere’, in catalogue, Village and Elsewhere, 
Bangkok: 100 Tonson. 

2013 Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Pot khwaam sinlapa, Phrusaphaakhom 2553 - Meesayon 2556, 
(Collated Texts on Art, May 2010- April 2013), Chiangmai: The Artist, 2013. 

2013 October, Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, unpublished email replies to questions by John Clark 
(in English and Thai). Later published as ‘Alms to stray dogs and other stories’, Art Monthly 
Australia, no. 268, April 2014, 34-41 

 
Other texts [selected]: 
Apinan Poshyananda, ‘Araya Rasdjarmreansook’, Art Asia Pacific, Vol.7, No 3, 2003. 
Apinan Poshyananda, ‘Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook’, Art & Asia Pacific, Vol.2, No.3, 1995.  
Art News, January 5, 2008 (mention) 
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Apinan Poshyananda, email to John Clark, 10th November 2013. 
Apisak Sonjod, curator, Globalization..please slow down, Amrit Chuswan, Nipan Oranniwesna, Bangkok: 

Office of Contemporary Art and Culture, Ministry of Culture, 2007 
Chaiyanoot Silpasart, curated, From message to media, Bangkok: Bangkok University Gallery 2007. 
Chamnongsri Hanjenlak, ‘Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook khon pen khon taay sen khan sen khan thi 

lop luean (Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: the living and the dead-vanishing disparities) Matichon 
Sutsapta, January 24-30, 2003, p.66. 

Clark, John; Veal, Clare, with essay and translation by Judha Su, Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: Catalogue 
of Exhibitions [temporary title], Sydney: Gallery 4A, 2014. 

Cooke, Lynne, ‘New York: Contemporary Art in Asia’, The Burlington Magazine, March 1997. 
Curtin, Brian, ‘Dialogues with Difference’, in Art Asia Pacific, Issue 66, November/ December 

2009.  
Curtin, Brian, ‘Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook: Matters of Life and Death’, in Art AsiaPacific, No. 53, 

May/June, 2007.  
Curtin, Brian, ‘Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, 100 Tonson Gallery’, Flash Art, vol.XL, no.254, May-

June 2007. Also at https://www.frieze.com/issue/review/araya_rasdjarmrearnsook/ 
Fok, Sylvia, Life and Death: Art and the Body in Contemporary China, Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press for Intellect Ltd., 2012. [includes a discussion of Araya’s work in comparison to 
Chinese practice]. 

Fuhrmann, Arnika, ‘Making Contact: Contingency, Fantasy, and the Performance of Impossible 
Intimacies in the Video Art of Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook’, positions: east asia cultures critique, 
21.4, Fall 2013. 

Fuhrmann, Arnika, Ghostly Desires: Sexual Subjectivity in Thai Cinema and Politics After 1997, PhD 
thesis, University of Chicago, 2008. 

Heartney, Eleanor, ‘Asia Now’, Art in America, February 1997. 
Gritthiya Gaweewong, Dilemma: Kamol Phaosavasdi, Bangkok: Project 304, 2001. 
Grounds, Joan, ‘On Two Planets’ (2009) in The Two Planets, New York: Tyler Rollins Fine Art & 

Bangkok: Ardel Gallery of Modern Art, 2012. 
Gumpert, Lynn, ‘Unabashedly Asian’, ARTnews, November, 1996. 
Ingawanji, May Adadol, ‘The Thai short film and video festival and the question of 

independence’, in May Adadol Ingawanji and Benjamin McKay, eds., Glimpses of Freedom: 
Independent Cinema in Southeast Asia, Ithaca: Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University, 
2012. 

Kolonias, Nicolas, When you have a tiger by the tail let it eat you. A post-phenomenological analysis of Video 
Performance art: A Video Performance by Araya Rasdjamrearnsook, MPhil Thesis, Leiden 
University, 2007. 

Michaelsen, Helen, ‘Traces of Memory’, in Dinah Dysart & Hannah Fink, eds., Asian Women 
Artists, Sydney: Craftsman House/ GB Arts international, 1996. 

Naismith, Amber, ‘The Quick and the Dead’, in Art Monthly Australia, Issue 229, May 2010.  
Pettifor, Stephen, ‘Embracing taboos’, Asian Art News, 16, no.4, 2006. 
Pettifor, Stephen, ‘Village and Elsewhere’, in catalogue Village and Elsewhere, Bangkok: 100 

Tonson, 2011. 
Pettifor, Stephen, ‘Video Art in Thailand’, in Van Assche, Christine, curator, Video, an Art, a 

History, 1965-2010, a selection from the Centre Pompidou and Singapore Art Museum Collections, 
Singapore: Singapore Art Museum, 2011. 

Russel, Jan Jarboe, ‘Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook’, in [Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook 98.4], San Antonio, 
[ArtPace]: A Foundation for Contemporary Art, 1998. 

Sayan Daengklom, essay in catalogue, A blur of Desire, Bangkok: 100 Tonson, BE 2550 (2007) 
Sayan Daengklom, ‘Waeo siang krading kring krung khlung klin kawi wa…Chan chue Araya’ (A 

faint sound of fragrant poetry: “My name is Araya” ’, Art Record, 10, no.23, BE 2545 (2003). 

https://www.frieze.com/issue/review/araya_rasdjarmrearnsook/
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[many others can be found through standard search engines] 
http://www.rama9art.org/araya/ [as of 7-10-2013] 
http://universes-in-universe.de/car/istanbul/2003/hagia-sophia/e-tour-02.htm [as of 7-10-2013] 
http://www.oliverbenjamin.net/articles/grave_concerns.html [as of 7-10-2013] 
http://art-signal.org/en/enfrentandose-a-la-confrontacion-entrevista-con-araya-

rasdjarmrearnsook/ [as of 7-10-2013] 
https://www.frieze.com/issue/review/araya_rasdjarmrearnsook/ [as of 7-10-2013] 
http://www.asymptotejournal.com/article.php?cat=Visual&id=6&curr_index=0  [as of 7-10-

2013] 
http://universes-in-universe.org/eng/bien/documenta/2012/photo_tour/karlsaue/13_araya_rasdjarmrearnsook 

[as of 7-11-2013] 
http://www.malte-sartorius.de/ [as of 12-11-2013] 
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heinz-G%C3%BCnter_Prager [as of 12-11-2013] 

http://www.rama9art.org/chalood/[as of 12-11-2013] 
http://www.veralistcenter.org/engage/event/1901/subjective-histories-of-sculpture-araya-
rasdjarmrearook-/ [as of 4-8-2014] 
http://www.sculpture-center.org/exhibitionsExhibition.htm?id=110556 [as of 1-2-2015] 
http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/1076101/cadavers-canines-and-koons-at-the-
sculpturecenter [as of 1-2-2015] 
http://www.timeout.com/newyork/things-to-do/araya-rasdjarmrearnsook [as of 1-2-2015] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rFd1Jsh1Hk [Asia Society Interview] 
http://www.interviewmagazine.com/art/araya-rasdjarmrearnsook-sculpturecenter/print/ 
[interview with Rirkrit Thiravanija] 
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